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studie
Bohemian Notation in the Medieval Slovakia
Eva Veselovská
Recent research of Slovakian medieval notated codices and manuscript fragments raised an important
fact: the written culture of the late 14th and 15th centuries in Slovakia was strongly influenced by
education from Czech lands. Particularly between 1370 and 1520, the direct impact of the scribal
notation tradition from Czech lands to Slovak area can be detected in a number of Slovakian music
sources. Codices and dozens of manuscript fragments documenting Bohemian notation in the Slovak
geographical area have become the subject of research, along with the systematization, analysis and
evaluation of all currently known and edited medieval notated sources from Slovakia. The main purpose
of this research is to organise the information gained from these sources, and to determine the general
structural features of Bohemian notation in Slovakia.

Examination of the manuscripts: Issues and questions
The Bohemian notation system appears in a number of medieval sources coming
from several ecclesiastical and cultural centres in Slovakian area, such as Bratislava,
Trenčín or Kremnica. The manuscripts are surviving complete (Chapter Library
in Bratislava manuscripts: The Bratislava Antiphonary V,1 The Psalter of Canon
Blasius,2 The Bratislava Missal „D“3), or in fragments, used for the bindings
of town hall records or other manuscript and print volumes in Slovak archives,
museums and libraries. Not every question about the origin of these manuscripts
is always completely answered. The fragmentary condition of some sources
prevents any concrete academic statement, in the case that only a tiny scrap
of the manuscript was used for the binding. For large-scale codices in particular,
it has not always been possible to identify the exact liturgical content of the fragment.
The frequent anonymity of the scribe is another fact which must be taken into
consideration within the context of medieval written culture. The most frequently
preserved information related to the date of a manuscript regards its commissioner,
scribe or illuminator.4 In most cases, even in nearly completely preserved
manuscripts, the name of a notator is not stated.5
A shorter Slovakian version of this article was published in Slovak Music journal – Eva VESELOVSKÁ:
„Česká notácia na Slovensku v období stredoveku“ [“The Bohemian Notation in Slovakia in the Middle
Ages”], Musicologica Slovaca 2 [28] (2011), No. 2, pp. 173–206. An article dedicated to all notational
systems used in medieval Bohemia was published in a journal Codices Manuscripti – Eva VESELOVSKÁ:
„Der böhmische Einfluß auf mitteleuropäische Musikhandschriften des 14. und 15. Jahrhunderts unter
Berücksichtigung illuminierter Codices“, in: Codices Manuscripti, Zeitschrift für Handschriftenkunde,
Supplementum 6, Inspiration – Rezeption Böhmische Buchmalerei des 14. und 15. Jahrhunderts, Susanne
Rischpler – Maria Theisen (ed.), Verlag Brüder Hollinek, Purkersdorf 2012, pp. 95–115.
1
Slovak National Archive 17.
2
Hungarian National Szechényi Library in Budapest, Clmae 128.
3
Hungarian National Szechényi Library in Budapest, Clmae 216.
4
Illuminators put their names mainly in their own illuminations, or they dated these illuminations.
For instance, the Bratislava antiphonary II (Bratislava City Museum, A/5) contains a chronology of
illumination with a text „Loquebantur variis linguis app[ostoli] 1487“.
5
A unique record about the wages payment for a notator who notated an antiphonary can be found
in visitations from Klosterneuburg. In Klosterneuburg there was a clear division of labour among scribes,
© Etnologický ústav AV ČR, v. v. i., Praha 2012
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One of the aspects of the music palaeographer’s work is to examine minute
differences between basic elements of the music notation in its specific cultural
context, which does not always allow an ultimate identification of the scribe or
even time period of the manuscript. A notation sign might have been used for
more than five hundred years in the same formal shape. While a particular
manuscript illumination workshop or master illuminator can be identified with
great accuracy in the field of art history, the analysis concerning individual
structural features of the music writing indicates only provenance or the scribe’s
origin. However, some accordance between palaeographic identification and
the liturgical content within the concrete liturgical tradition might be possible at
certain points. This is the case in the Bratislava Antiphonary V, in which the Prague
liturgy is written in Bohemian notation. Conversely, there are occasional occurrences
of a particular notation type being used for a different origin of the liturgy, for
instance as appears in the Zalka codex where a Transylvanian liturgy from Várad
is written in Bohemian notation.6
Medieval manuscripts containing Bohemian notation from Slovak territory
are important for the music culture of almost two centuries (1370–1520). Despite
the impossibility of determining the exact date of the examined material, we
succeeded in dating the manuscript fragments within about twenty five years.
Realisation of this was possible with kind help of Doc. Juraj Šedivý from the
Faculty of Philosophy, Comenius University in Bratislava (Department of Archiving
and Auxiliary Sciences in History), for which we are extremely grateful. Most of
the manuscripts containing Bohemian notation fall mainly within the 15th century.
The earliest fragments from the State Archives in Kremnica and Banská Štiavnica
are from the second half of the 14th century. The latest sources, being fragments
of exceptionally large manuscripts, are surviving in the State Archive in Modra,
the National Archive in Bratislava, the University Library in Bratislava and the Košice
City Archive.

Notated liturgical manuscripts of medieval Bohemia
An extremely large number of medieval manuscripts containing music notation
is retained in Bohemian and Moravian archives, museums or libraries. Other rare
sources of Czech provenance can be found in foreign collections, especially in
Austria, Poland, Switzerland, Germany, Slovakia and elsewhere. Thanks to
the exceptional condition of the sources, as well as the extraordinary quality
and quantity of scribal work of medieval ecclesiastical institutions, scriptoria and
individual scribes, illuminators and notators, evaluation of the scribal tradition and
sources from Czech lands is exceptionally important in global scale, with immense
illuminators and notators making codices of a 4-bundle antiphonary in the 20’s of the 15 th century.
My thanks to Dr. Alois Haidinger (Kommission für Schrift- und Buchwesen des Mittelalters) for
the information.
6
Andrea KOVÁCS: Corpus Antiphonalium Officii – Ecclesiarum Centralis Europae VII/A Transylvania-Várad (Temporale), MTA Zenetudományi Intézet, Budapest 2010; Andrea KOVÁCS: Corpus Antiphonalium
Officii – Ecclesiarum Centralis Europae VII/B Transylvania-Várad (Sanctorale), MTA Zenetudományi
Intézet, Budapest 2010. Z. Czagány is presently preparing the source edition of this manuscript.
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importance for the history of art, liturgy, church music and music palaeography
in all areas beyond the Alps, especially between 14th and 16th centuries.7
Setting aside the beginnings of Czech, Moravian, and Slovak literature at
the time of Great Moravia, the basic impetus for the development of written
culture in medieval Bohemia is regarded as the establishment of medieval religious
institutions. The establishment of a bishopric in Prague around 973 was the first
and fundamental milestone.8 In the same decade, the Benedictine convent
of St. George was founded at Prague Castle. In 993, Benedictines came to Břevnov
thanks to St. Adalbert’s activity in Bohemia. In addition to Prague, a major national
religious and political centre, Benedictine monasteries and convents became
particularly important for culture, education, and hence scribal activity. These
institutions were under strong German influence during the whole of the 12th century,
especially in the monastery in Niederalteich (later Hirsau).9 The Prague bishopric
in the 11th and 12th centuries was particularly influenced by Rhine area with its
main centre the archbishopric of Mainz. In addition to the Prague episcopal
church scriptorium, other active scriptoria appeared around the second half
of the 12th century, such as in the Benedictine convent of St. George,10 or in Strahov
Premonstratensian monastery.11 During subsequent decades, the newly-established
Cistercian monasteries also became important centres of education, in which
domestic scribal activity can be assumed by the end of the 12th century.12
The 13th century is a period in which the number of surviving manuscripts
7
The database www.manuscriptorium.cz, catalogues of Václav Plocek (1973) and Pavel Brodský (2000,
2004, 2008): Václav PLOCEK: Catalogus codicum notis musicis instructorum: qui in Bibliotheca publica rei
publicae Bohemicae socialisticae in Bibliotheca universitatis Pragensis servantur, Vol. I–II, Academia,
Prague 1973; Pavel BRODSKÝ: Katalog iluminovaných rukopisů Knihovny Národního muzea v Praze
[A catalogue of illuminated manuscripts from the National Museum Library in Prague], Ed. Studie
o rukopisech, Monographia vol. 5, KLP, Praha 2000; Pavel BRODSKÝ: Iluminované rukopisy českého původu
v polských sbírkách [Illuminated manuscripts of Czech origin in Polish collections], Ed. Studie
o rukopisech, Monographia vol. 9, Archiv Akademie věd ČR: Euroslavica, Praha 2004; Pavel BRODSKÝ:
Katalog iluminovaných rukopisů Strahovské knihovny [A catalogue of illuminated manuscripts in Strahov
Library], Ed. Studie o rukopisech, Monographia vol. 13, Masarykův ústav a Archiv Akademie věd České
republiky, Praha 2008.
8
Hana PÁTKOVÁ: Česká středověká paleografie [The Czech medieval palaeography], Veduta, České
Budějovice 2008, pp. 91–95.
9
Zdeňka HLEDÍKOVÁ: Benediktini v českých zemích ve středověku [Benedictines in medieval Bohemia in
Břevnov], in: Břevnov v českých dějinách: sborník z konference pořádané ve dnech 14. a 15. září 1993
Filozofickou fakultou Univerzity Karlovy u příležitosti milénia břevnovského kláštera, Marie Blahová –
Ivan Hlaváček (ed.), Filozofická fakulta Univerzity Karlovy v Praze, Praha 1997, pp. 9–11.
10
Zdeňka HLEDÍKOVÁ: Poznámka ke svatojiřskému skriptoriu kolem roku 1300 [Notes to St. George
Scriptorium around 1300], in: Documenta Pragensia X/1, Praha 1990, p. 32.
11
Jiří PRAŽÁK: K existenci strahovského skriptoria [About existence of Strahov scriptorium], in: Documenta
Pragensia X/1, Praha 1990, pp. 51–58.
12
From the Cistercian convent in Staré Brno (1223, Aula Sanctae Mariae, founded by Queen Elisabeth
Rejčka) there were 9 preserved manuscripts, which were commissioned and donated to the monastery
by Queen Elizabeth (so-called Rejčka group). Unlike in other monasteries in Czech lands, where Cistercian
gothic chant notation (or the Bohemian notation from the 14th century) was used, manuscripts of this
group are all notated with square notation. Charles E. BREWER: “Cantus Regine: The liturgical manuscripts
of Queen Alžbeta Rejčka”, in: Cantus Planus, Sopron 1995, pp. 123–137. More about the Cistercian book
culture: Ivan HLAVÁČEK: „Zisterziensische Bibliotheken Böhmens in der vorhussitischen Zeit (Mitte des
12. Jahr. – 1420)“, in: Mediaevalia Augiensia, Jürgen Petersohn (ed.), Vorträge und Forschungen, Jan
Thorbecke Verlag, Stuttgart 2001; Kateřina CHARVÁTOVÁ: Dějiny cisterckého řádu v Čechách 1142–1420
[History of Cistercians in Bohemia 1142–1420], sv. 1: Fundace 12. století [vol. 1: Foundation in the
12th century], Karolinum, Praha 1998; sv. 2: Kláštery založené ve 13. a 14. století [vol. 2: Monasteries
founded in the 13th and 14th century], Karolinum, Praha 2002; sv. 3: Kláštery na hranicích a za hranicemi
Čech [vol. 3: Monasteries on the borders of Bohemia and beyond], Karolinum, Praha 2009.
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massively increases. In addition to main and already existing ecclesiastical and
civic centres of the country, many new monastic orders such as Dominicans,
Franciscans, Carthusians and Augustinians began their abundant cultural activity.
The scriptorium of the Benedictine convent of St. George at Prague Castle appears
to be a particularly interesting centre of the scribal activity between the late
13th and 14th centuries, where many manuscripts of unique scribal quality originated
at that time.13 However, hired scribes mentioned in sources as “cathedralis” and
“cathedraticus”, gradually began to gain ground. The majority of the thirty names
preserved in 14th century manuscripts have their origin in Prague.14 The most
demanding manuscript production is evident at the turn of the 14th and 15th centuries,
as shown by the richly illuminated codices of Wenceslaus IV. After the Hussite
wars and the period of political and cultural instability in the 1420s,15 the situation
impacting the production of manuscripts in Bohemia stabilized again. Professional
scribes increasingly became important producers of books, as the many shattered
monasteries after the Hussite wars weakened the production of books from
monastic workshops.16
Generally it can be assumed that medieval liturgical codices of Bohemia and
Moravia occur in two layers.17 Most of the earliest manuscripts from the 11th and
12th centuries (or from a later period) were imported to Bohemia. In this case,
monastic orders (Benedictines or younger communities such as Cistercians,
Premonstratensians, Franciscans, Dominicans, Carthusians, Augustinians and
others), brought their manuscripts from their parent monasteries to newly
founded monasteries as standard equipment.18 The second group consisted of
manuscripts made directly in Bohemia. Scriptoria of the royal court, bishopric,19
13

Václav PLOCEK: Svatojiřské skriptorium [The scriptorium of St. George], in: Documenta Pragensia X/1,
Praha 1990, pp. 23–29; HLEDÍKOVÁ, Poznámka …, pp. 31–49 (See fn. 10); Veronika MRÁČKOVÁ: „Chorální
notace rukopisů kláštera sv. Jiří v Praze“ [“Chant notation of St. George convent’s manuscripts
in Prague”], Hudební věda 47 (2010), No. 2–3, pp. 131–146; Milada SVOBODOVÁ: „Zapomenuté breviáře
z kláštera benediktinek u sv. Jiří na Pražském hradě a jejich kalendáře“ [“Forgotten breviaries from the
Benedictine convent at St. George at the Prague castle and their calendars”], Studie o rukopisech 36
(2008), Praha 2008, pp. 3–48. Janka SZENDREI: „Prager Quellen zum Hirsauer Choral“, in: Cantus Planus,
Sopron 1995, MTA Zenetudományi Intézet, Budapest 1998, pp. 555–571.
14
Ivan HLAVÁČEK: O výrobě a distribuci knih v Praze do rozšíření knihtisku [About the production and
distribution of books in Prague until the expansion of the printing press], in: Documenta Pragensia X/1,
Praha 1990, pp. 5–22.
15
At that time part of the manuscripts of Bohemian provenance went for instance to Zittau, where Prague
Augustinians fled during the 1420s (they found a refuge in a Celestine monastery at Ojvín in Žitava;
e.g. Vesperale and Matutinale A I, A VI Christian-Weise-Bibliothek in Zittau) and in 1421 canons from
the Metropolitan Chapter of St. Vitus in Prague similarly fled (e.g. The Missal of Prague Diocese A VII,
Christian-Weise-Bibliothek in Zittau); Pavel BRODSKÝ: „Iluminované rukopisy v Christian-Weise-Bibliothek
v Žitavě“ [“Illuminated manuscripts in Christian-Weise-Bibliothek in Zittau”], Studie o rukopisech 36 (2008),
Praha 2008, pp. 243–257.
16
An exception was Augustinian canons in Třeboň, for example. Scribal activity in this period is
documented, for instance, also in the Franciscan monastery in Bechyně (PÁTKOVÁ, Česká středověká paleografie…, p. 131, See fn. 8).
17
A third layer might be considered, including the manuscripts bought abroad and imported to
Bohemia. However, these are usually law treatises, which could have been brought by travelling students
from foreign universities (usually from Bologna).
18
For example, books from the monastery in Wilhering taken to the Cistercian monastery in Vyšší
Brod. Antonín FRIEDL: Iluminované rukopisy vyšebrodské [Illuminated manuscripts of Vyšší Brod], Krajská
knihovna, České Budějovice 1967, p. 5.
19
A bishopric in Olomouc was founded in 1063, and became an important centre of written culture in
Moravia.
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monasteries, chapters or presbyteries20 usually produced works for the use of their
own institutions (liturgical, theological or diplomatic manuscripts) or occasionally
to fulfill specific commissions, for instance new manuscript copies for local
churches. In the High Middle Ages many professional scriptoria were established
in Bohemia, producing a huge number of manuscripts commissioned by secular
guardians or donors.

Notation systems of medieval Bohemia
The oldest notational system in central Europe during the middle ages was
a German adiastematic neumatic notation.21 This is the earliest-appearing notation
of liturgical manuscripts in Germany, Austria, Bohemia, Poland, Slovakia, Hungary,
Slovenia, Croatia, and Romania, among others. The same notation is also
the only notation system to appear in the territory Bohemia between the end
of the 10th and the beginning of the 13th centuries.
During the 12th century and especially continuing throughout the 13th century,
the first diastematic notation systems appear. The Messine,22 square23 and
Cistercian gothic notations24 were the most progressive systems, and particularly
influenced the development of regional notational practice in central Europe.
Square notation was assigned to several monastic communities across all of Europe,
namely Franciscans, Dominicans, Carthusians, and sometimes Cistercians; they
strictly adhered to given forms of the neumatic structures.25 Diocesan, chapter
and private scriptoria were also kept these established scribal patterns. For certain
church communities, notation script had been established by order or reform, for
instance by the archbishop, or occasionally had been used for a long time in
a particular region or territory. During the 13th–15th centuries, five notational
schools were in use in Bohemia. The most common type was domestic Bohemian
notation. The second-most-common was Cistercian notation (especially in
the 13th and 14th centuries; later Cistercians took over the square notational system
or the Bohemian notation) and the square notation. Messine notation, the most
widely used medieval notational system in Slovakia, also often appears. German
gothic chant notation appears occasionally.26
An unconventional and independent notational system was used in
the scriptorium of St. George. Elements common in the 13th century can be found

20

The oldest manuscript that was certainly made in connection with Bohemia is the Wolfenbüttel
manuscript of the Gumpold’s St. Wenceslaus legend (the beginning of the 11th century), which was
commissioned by Princess Emma, widow of Boleslaus II. (PÁTKOVÁ, Česká středověká paleografie…, p. 98,
See fn. 8).
21
Janka SZENDREI – David HILEY: Notation, §III, 1(iv): Plainchant, (a) Early French and German notations,
in: The New Growe Dictionary of Music and Musicians, Oxford University Press, Oxford 2001, pp. 91–92.
22
SZENDREI – HILEY, Notation, §III, 1 (v): Plainchant, (f) Messine (Metz, Lorraine, Laon) notation,
pp. 103–104.
23
SZENDREI – HILEY, Notation, §III, 1(vi): Plainchant, (a) Square notation, p. 110.
24
SZENDREI – HILEY, Notation, §III, 1(v): Plainchant, (h) Cistercian notation, pp. 105–106.
25
Some communities used the diocesan notation; for example Hungarian Paulins throughout the Middle
Ages strictly adhered to the Esztergom notational system.
26
SZENDREI – HILEY, Notation, §III, 1(vi): Plainchant, (b) Gothic notations, pp. 110–112.
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in its monastery manuscripts even as late as the 15th century.27 Presumably, despite
their inclusion of a certain number of elements from the domestic notation in
Bohemia, the notational tradition of the scriptorium at St. George tried to maintain
a specific structure of notation signs, to demonstrate the cultural and political
importance of the monastery at Prague Castle.
The regional notation in Bohemia crystallized in a chapter scriptorium
of the central church of the Prague diocese – St. Vitus Cathedral at Prague Castle –
during the second half of the 13th century. The massive expansion of this system
was part of the Prague religious and secular authorities’ efforts to reform during
the last third of the 14th century. Strict implementation of the Bohemian notation
in the diocesan environment of the Kingdom of Bohemia in the form of a model
collection of nine liturgical books was realized by Arnošt of Pardubice as
a manifestation of the powerful position of the king and his church.28
Typical features of the Bohemian rhombic notation of the Arnošt manuscripts
are based on the notation in manuscripts from the 13th century. In the Bohemian
environment during the second half of the 13th century, these features developed
gradually.29 With the exception of the oldest manuscript with staff notation,
the St. Vitus troper Cim 4 from the late 12th century,30 Messine (Lorraine) chant
notation appears in several Prague manuscripts, using already-established neume
shapes. This notation also appears in the Breviary XIV A 19 (1230–1250),
the Lectionary XIV A 9 (around 1260), the Pontifical XIV B 9 (around 1250),
the Evangeliary XIV A 10 (around 1260), all of which are maintained in the National
Library of the Czech Republic; this notation can also be found in the Ritual
of Bishop Tobias P 3 (1294) and the Evangeliary of Bishop Tobias LXI 2 (1293)
from the Library of the Metropolitan Chapter by St. Vitus in Prague. It is possible
to define this Messine notation of Prague as the first phase of Bohemian notation.
The extraordinary influence of French diastematic neume schools is particularly
evident in the the Gradual from Bellelay, where the notation system uses neumes
containing one, two, or three tones.31 The oldest diastematic manuscript St. Vitus
troper (Chapter library Cim 4) at Prague Castle was probably used as a model
27
E.g. National Library of the Czech Republic, the Antiphonary XIV D 21, MRÁČKOVÁ, Chorální notace…,
pp. 142–145 (See f. 14).
28
A collection Miscellanea musicologica XXXVII was dedicated to Arnošt manuscripts (Miscellanea
musicologica 37, Univerzita Karlova v Praze, Praha 2003).
29
SZENDREI – HILEY, Notation, §III, 1(v): Plainchant, (n) Mesiine notation of Prague, p. 109.
30
Hana Vlhová placed the origin of the manuscript at the end of the 12th century. The troparion for the
St. Vitus chapter was purchased in 1235. Hana VLHOVÁ: „Die Ordinarium-Tropen im Troparium des Prager
Dekans Vít“, in: Cantus Planus, László Dobszay (ed.), Budapest 1995, pp. 763–779; Tropi Proprii Missae.
Pars 1. Repertorium Troporum Bohemiae Medii Aevi., ed. Hana VLHOVÁ-WÖRNER, Editio Bärenreiter Praha,
Praha 2004, p. 12; Hana VLHOVÁ-WÖRNER – Jaromír ČERNÝ: „Hudba v době Karla IV“ [“Music in the time
of Charles IV”], in: Lesk královského majestátu ve středověku, Lenka Bobková – Mlada Holá (ed.), Paseka,
Praha – Litomyšl 2005, pp. 291–305. David EBEN: „Liturgická hudba v předhusitské katedrále“ [“Liturgical
music in pre-Hussite cathedral”], in: Pražské arcibiskupství 1344–1994, Zvon, Praha 1994, pp. 58–70.
31
The Gradual from Bellelay, e.g. http://bellelay.enc.sorbonne.fr/feuillet/11.jpg. Bibliothèque cantonale
jurassienne à Porrentruy (Switzerland) ms. 18; Michel HUGLO: Les livres de chant liturgique, Typologie
des sources du Moyen âge occidental, fasc. 52, Turnhout, Brepols 1988. We consider the Premonstratensian scribal tradition’s influence on the constitution of the Bohemian notation in the early transition to
staff system to be extremely important (perhaps in connection with the activities of Bishop Jindřich Zdík
at the time of the foundation of Strahov Monastery, 1140); SZENDREI – HILEY, Notation, §III, 1(v) (n):
Plainchant, Pitch-specific notations (n) Cistercian and Premonstratensian notations in central Europe,
pp. 109.
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manuscript during the reform efforts of the Prague dean, Vitus (1241–1271), who
sought to introduce uniform liturgical singing in Prague Cathedral.32 Under his
leadership, new books of liturgical chant33 were created for the Prague cathedral;
at the same time, they served as model templates for copying liturgy books for
other churches.34 The older manuscripts, no longer used, were removed from
the Prague episcopal church at that time. Among these were included earlier
liturgical codices with German adiastematic notation after the Benedictine tradition.
They were replaced by manuscripts containing the new, progressive diastematic
notation, using a staff system and note signs strongly influenced by Messine
elements.35
Thanks to the reform efforts of Dean Vitus (1241–1271) and Archbishop
Arnošt of Pardubice (1343–1344 Prague bishop, Prague archbishop 1344–1364),
from the mid-14th century one regional, specific notation (St. Vitus Cathedral at
the Prague castle) gradually became the notation of many manuscripts throughout
the whole territory of Bohemia.36 Some of the liturgical illuminated codices ended
up outside the territory of medieval Bohemia, for instance by donation, purchase
orders, spoils of war, or when moving or saving rare manuscripts during the Hussite
wars in the early 15th century. Thanks to the exceptional quality of the Bohemian
illumination workshops (or their work), manuscripts from the 14th and 15th centuries
with Bohemian notation appear in many foreign religious centres.
In Czech musicological literature, the term ‘Bohemian notation’ is largely
absent.37 This type of notation is called ‘rhombic notation’38 or ‘nota choralis’
32

An Olomouc dean Balduin commissioned new liturgical books in Moravia (1190–1201). Karel KONRÁD:
Dějiny posvátného zpěvu staročeského [The history of the old Czech sacral singing], 1st volume, J. Zeman
a spol., Praha 1881, pp. 21–45; Zdeněk NEJEDLÝ: Dějiny předhusitského zpěvu v Čechách [The history of
the pre-Hussite singing in Bohemia], Královská česká společnost nauk – Knihtiskárna E. Gregr a syn,
Praha 1904, p. 29.
33
„Sunt autem hi libri, qui conscripti sunt Viti decani pretio et expensis: missalia, gradualia, antifonaria
musica, psalteria, ymnaria, collectaria, baptisteria, breviaria et alii plures sermonum libri, per quos
illuminavit et decoravit Pragaensem ecclesiam in officio divino.“ Fontes rerum Bohemicarum, Tomus II,
Josef Emler (ed.), Praha 1874, 321–322, 324–325; Tropi Proprii Missae…, p. 12 (See fn. 30); NEJEDLÝ,
Dějiny předhusitského zpěvu…, p. 22 (See fn. 32).
34
„Multae etiam et aliae ecclesiae conventuales et parochiales emendatae sunt in officio divino per
transcriptionem librorum Pragaensium.“ (NEJEDLÝ, Dějiny předhusitského zpěvu…, p. 22, See fn. 32).
35
In Central Europe, two basic notational systems of the chant notation using the staff system have
gradually crystallized: the square notation (monastic environment, so-called nota romana or nota quadrata)
and the gothic notation with the specific over-regional (the Messine-gothic notation, the German gothic
notation) and regional notational schools (the Bohemian notation, the Esztergom notation). We consider
the term ‘Bohemian notation’ to be particularly suitable because of the political and historic function
of the notation as a specific sign of power of the kingdom and the church authority.
36
Vitus’s reform efforts were followed by other spiritual leaders in Bohemia during late 13th and the
14th centuries: Prague Bishop Tobias of Bechyně (1279–1296), aforementioned Prague Archbishop Arnošt
of Pardubice (1343–1364), his followers Jan Očko of Vlašim (1364–1380), and Jan of Jenštejn (1380–1396).
37
In a recently published study about the notations of manuscripts from the monastery of St. George
this term has appeared in the work of Veronika Mráčková (MRÁČKOVÁ, Chorální notace…, p. 135, See
fn. 13).
38
Josef Hutter and František Mužík focused mainly on the palaeographic specification of the notational
systems in Czech sources. Josef HUTTER: Česká notace I. Neumy [Bohemian Notation I. Neumes], Hudební
závod A. Neuberta, Praha 1926; Josef HUTTER: Česká notace II. Nota choralis [Bohemian Notation II.
Chant Notation], Filosofická fakulta University Karlovy Praha 1930; František MUŽÍK: „Úvod do kritiky
hudebního zápisu“ [“Introduction to the critics of notation”], in: Acta Universitatis Carolinae, Philosophica
et historica 3, Praha 1962. In 1983, Jaromír Černý refers to the Bohemian notation in Hudba v českých
dějinách [Music in Czech history] as a specific branch of the chant notation called nota rhombica (square
note). Jaromír ČERNÝ et al: Hudba v českých dějinách: od středověku do nové doby, Horizont, Praha 1983,
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Table 1 The summary of the dimensions39 of the most important manuscripts
with Bohemian notation in the 60’s of the 14th century with the notation (probably a sample one)
St. Vitus troper Cim 4:

Cim 4
P 6/1
P 6/2
P 6/3
P 741
P8
P9

proportions
268×171
445×310
490×345
468×325
520×362
522×368
530×370

mirror of pages
205×125
360×230
352×230
360×235
359×228
360×238
350×235

height of stave
10–11
24
24
24
22, 24
24
24

gap
3–3,5
7
7–8
7–8
7, 8
8
8

punctum40
1×1
10×8–9
9×9
9×9, 10×9
9×6, 12×10
10×10
9×9, 10×9

Table 2 The summary of the dimensions of the manuscripts with Bohemian notation
from the territory of Slovakia

Clmae 128
Clmae 216
Clmae 243

proportions
333×235
333×235
296×206

SNA 17

385×270

mirror of pages
220×153
210×148
Hand A: 230×141
Hand B: 220×159
290×180

height of staff
18–19
11
Hand A: 15–16
Hand B: 12
23–24

gap
5
3–4
4–5

punctum
4×4
3×2
4×3

6

5×5
6×6

Table 3 The summary of the dimensions of some fragments with Bohemian notation
from the territory of Slovakia

Antiphonary 741 V.156.1237
SA Modra
Antiphonary RHKS 817
Martin: Slovak National Library
Graduale M 2910
BA-Central Library of SAS
Antiphonary MUS XVIII 671
BA-Slovak National Museum:
Museum of Music
Missale No. Inv. 605
SA Banská Štiavnica
Antiphonary
Tom.1/Fons 41/Fasc.5/Nro.96
SA Kremnica
Sequentionary
Tom.1/Fons 41/Fasc.5/Nro.93
SA Kremnica
Kyriale J 2015
Martin: Slovak National Library
Antiphonary MMTN-Kn/I-13
SA Trenčín

proportions
– incomplete
407×28042

mirror of pages
– incomplete
245×210

height
of staff
45

gap punctum
15

15×15

415×215

288×215

45

15

15×15

345×320

345×235

25

6

6×5

322×312

287×230

20

7

5×4

480×337

212×167

15

5

5×3

417×326

334×230

17

5–6

5×3

318×212

219×168

18–19

6

6×5

340×250

262×187

11

4

3×3

454×340

370×253

16–17

5–6

6×6
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(‘rhombika’) in Czech.43 Western European palaeography (Solange Corbin) ranks
Bohemian notation among the notation of one group (Eastern European countries
– former Czechoslovakia,44 Poland, Hungary), and their development from
the original Messine system is described as the same as in the German countries.45
Bruno Stäblein refers to the Bohemian notation in two ways: either as ‘eastern’
notation (version of the Messine notation in Slavic and Hungarian territory) or as
‘die böhmische Notation’.46 Janka Szendrei uses the term ‘Prague notation’,
according to the major religious centre of the country.47
Bohemian notation system is built on the foundations of the Messine (Lorraine)
notation system.48 Earlier, at the beginning of the system’s development, a number
of German ornamental neumes appear. However, this foundation crystallised
into a unique coherent system with semantically well-defined neume forms.

p. 48. Supplied edition: Hudba v českých dějinách: od středověku do nové doby, Supraphon, Praha 1989.
Basic features of notational systems appear also in works of Zdeněk Nejedlý: NEJEDLÝ, Dějiny předhusitského zpěvu… (See fn. 32); Zdeněk NEJEDLÝ: Dějiny husitského zpěvu za válek husitských [The history
of Hussite singing during Hussite wars], Královská česká společnost nauk – Knihtiskárna E. Gregr a syn,
Praha 1913. Other works of Czech musicology oriented mainly on register works and liturgy research
(V. Plocek, J. Černý, D. Eben, J. Novotná-Vozková, H. Vlhová-Wörner, J. Kozina, M. Kozinová,
M. Horyna).
39
When recording, analyzing, and evaluating the fragments, an effective approach was to document
the manuscript’s basic data. Not only did the complete dimensions of a folio, but also the mirror, height
of stave, gap size, and punctum become essential comparative data when evaluating fragments (tolerance
of about 1–2 mm). Dimensions of manuscripts are given in millimeters (mm), height×width.
40
The dimensions of the punctum are given height×width.
41
The manuscript is notated by two different scribes: A) 1–20v, B) 21r–310v.
42
The original measure of the complete manuscript was probably ca 600×880 mm, similar to e.g. Graduale
Mus. Hs. 15501 from the Austrian National Library in Vienna (460×710 mm). Eva VESELOVSKÁ – Robert
KLUGSEDER: Mus. Hs. 15501 GRADUALE (Kuttenberger Cantionale) http://www.oeaw.ac.at/kmf/cvp/
beschreibungen/15501.pdf.; Eva VESELOVSKÁ: Catalogus fragmentorum cum notis musicis medii aevi
e civitatibus Modra et Sanctus Georgius. Ed. Catalogus fragmentorum cum notis musicis medii aevi in
Slovacia, Tomus I, Ústav hudobnej vedy SAV, Bratislava 2008, No. 7, 10, 26, 27, 28, 29, 33, 34, 54, 55,
61, 62, 63.
43
MUŽÍK, Úvod do kritiky…, p. 29 (See fn. 38). František Mužík divides the Bohemian notation from
the 14th–16th century into three groups: choral, modal and mensural. In this study attention is given only
to the chant notation, i.e. notation of plainchant.
44
Solange CORBIN: „Die Neumen“, in: Palaeographie der Musik, Bd I., Fasc. 3, Arno Volk-Verlag, Köln 1977,
chapter 3.70–3.73. Corbin does not speak explicitly about Czechoslovakia (Germ. Tschechoslowakei),
but about the historical name Bohemia (Germ. Böhmen), while in a separate paragraph she recalls the
Prague sources from work of J. Hutter. According to S. Corbin the paleographic classification and
assessment of European notational systems still belongs to the most interesting categories of musical
paleography terminology. Compare: Solange CORBIN: Neumatic notations, in: The New Grove Dictionary
of Music and Musicians, Volume 13, Ed. Stanley Sadie, Macmillan Publishers Ltd., London etc. 1980,
pp. 128–154. The term ‘Bohemian notation’ (Ger. ‘Böhmische Notation’) is also later used by R. Klugseder
in the processing of the codices and fragments from the Austrian National Library in Vienna. Robert
KLUGSEDER: Ausgewählte mittelalterliche Musikfragmente der Österreichischen Nationalbibliothek Wien,
in: Codices Manuscripti, Supplementum 5, Verlag Brüder Hollinek, Purkersdorf 2011, e.g. No. 30, Cod. 8240.
45
CORBIN, Neumatic notations…, 3.70–3.71 (See fn. 44).
46
Bruno STÄBLEIN: „Schriftbild der einstimmigen Musik“, in: Musikgeschichte in Bildern, Bd. III/ 4, VEB
Deutscher Verlag für Musik Leipzig, Leipzig 1975, p. 68.
47
Janka SZENDREI: „Choralnotationen in Mitteleuropa“, in: Studia Musicologica Academiae Scientiarum
Hungaricae 30, Budapest 1988, pp. 437–446; SZENDREI – HILEY, Notation, §III, 1(vi): Plainchant, (c) Esztergom,
Prague and Wroclaw, p. 112.
48
The basic sign system of the Bohemian notation from the beginning of the 14th century is regarded by
Solange Corbin as comparable with the Messine (Lorraine) notation surrounding cities Nancy and Metz,
which is, according to her, linked to international status and foreign policy orientation of Bohemia in
the early 14th century (the Luxembourg dynasty’s reign).
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The fundamental feature of the system had gradually become the rhomb (punctum),
which was the only used single neume. The single virga no longer appears in
the 14th and 15th centuries, when the use of Bohemian notation is at its peak. The
pes is created from two right-inclining, vertically placed puncti, while the middle
arm is considered only as a connecting line between two puncti without tonal
significance. The clivis is rectangular, in the manner of Messine notation.
Considering selection and forms of liquescent neumes, the Bohemian notation
does not differ from the praxis of neighbouring countries. The pressus major is
completely absent; it is not used due to the omission of the virga. However, the
bistropha appears frequently. In comparison to foreign conventions, the Bohemian
notational system favours the use of the three basic clefs (F, C, and G), and also
accidentals (flats and naturals). The G clef is frequently used, especially in
connection with the C clef, as evinced by the major tonality often found in Czech
medieval melody.49
Generally, the neume script slope in the Bohemian notation is tilted to
the right, with evidence in 13th up to 18th century sources. Monumentalization of
the individual neume forms took place during the second half of the 14th century,
as in Arnošt of Pardubice’s manuscripts: punctum measures 10×8 mm, stave
height is 24 mm, and gap 7–8 mm. Late medieval manuscripts from the beginning
of the 16th century achieved even greater dimensions: the punctum measures
15×15 mm, stave height is 45–47 mm, and the stave gap about 15 mm.
The Bohemian notation system belonged to the diocesan territory (parish churches,
chapters, cathedral churches and schools). An exception in this was two Benedictine
monasteries in Brno,50 which used the Bohemian notation in their scriptorium
instead of the square as was the custom and regulation in their monastic
environment. Thanks to the stylization of representative sumptuous manuscripts,
the Bohemian notation gained an individual character during the 14th century.
According to Janka Szendrei, it differs from the other types of notations not in its
often-mentioned rhombic note form, but in its lack of thick gothic ligatures and
use of thin connecting lines between rhombi.51 Szendrei considers the crucial
differences between the Esztergom and the Bohemian/Prague notation to be
the construction of climacus and scandicus and the notation script slope. At
the turn of 14th and 15th centuries the Bohemian and the square notation meet,
creating a mixed sub-system of those two notational systems; this appears in
fragments from the State Archive in Trenčín,52 or the first folio of the Gradual from
Luzern.53 Under the influence of the square notation, the scandicus and the torculus
are modified in some manuscripts. Some of the dominant neumes of the Bohemian
notation are also present in the system of the Messine-gothic notation, used in

49

Slovník české hudební kultury. Notace [A Dictionary of the Czech Music Culture. Notation], Praha
1998, 1035.
50
Graduale OSB 1313, University Library in Brno R 19 (SZENDREI, Choralnotationen…, p. 441, See fn. 47).
51
SZENDREI, Choralnotationen, pp. 437–446 (See fn. 47).
52
Eva VESELOVSKÁ: „Die böhmische Notation in der Slowakei im 14. und 15. Jahrhundert“, in: Musicologica
Istropolitana VI., Marta Hulková (ed.), Katedra hudobnej vedy Univerzity Komenského v Bratislave –
Stimul, Bratislava 2007, pp. 9–56.
53
The Cistercian Gradual P.19, Zentral und Hochschulbibliothek Luzern, around 1410.
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some Slovakian scriptoria (fragments from the State Archive in Banská Štiavnica).54
The Bohemian pes often occurs in concurrence with a rising second, or occasionally
a rising third.
The Bohemian notation was extremely expansive, particularly in the
15th century. Famous Bohemian, usually Prague-based scriptoria also received
commissions from distant European locations. In some cases even chant books
for medieval Hungary were made in the Bohemian environment.55
Medieval notated sources with the Bohemian notation system
from the territory of Slovakia: Overview of sources
Bohemian notation is the third-most-frequent medieval notational system of
the Slovak territory. It shows the vibrant contacts between northern Hungary
(present-day Slovakia) and the Czech lands in the High Middle Ages, which
determined the historical events and cultural and educational relations of the two
areas during this period. In the surviving notated sources from the second half
of the 14th until the early 16th century, the Bohemian notation frequently appears
among other diastematic notation systems along with the Messine-gothic, square,
Esztergom and the rarely-represented German gothic notation.56 Especially in
western Slovakia (Bratislava, Modra, Trenčín), Bohemian notation is preserved
in various archive, museum and library institutions.
Bohemian notation in representative codices during the 14th and the
th
15 centuries soon emerged in neighbouring countries (Poland, today’s Slovakia,
and today’s Hungary). The influence of the Bohemian notation school was
reflected particularly in the 15th century Bratislava manuscripts. It is questionable
whether the notated parts of the Bratislava codices from the former Library
of the Bratislava Chapter, which are now in Budapest (prefaces in the Bratislava
Missal „D“57 and the Psalter of Canon Blasius before 1419) were created on
commission in Bohemian scriptoria.58 Added text with Bohemian notation from
54

Eva VESELOVSKÁ: Stredoveké liturgické kódexy s notáciou v slovenských archívnych fondoch: stredoveké
notačné systémy z územia Slovenska [Medieval liturgical codices with the notation in the Slovak archive
funds: Medieval notational systems from the territory of Slovakia], the dissertation, Ústav hudobnej vedy
SAV, Bratislava 2004, No. 43–45; Eva VESELOVSKÁ: Catalogus fragmentorum cum notis musicis medii aevi
e civitatibus Schemnitziensi, Ed. Catalogus fragmentorum cum notis musicis medii aevi in Slovacia,
Tomus II, Ústav hudobnej vedy SAV, Bratislava 2011, No. 27, 42, 55, 64.
55
J. Szendrei gives as examples the Zalka Antiphonary from Győr (Library of Theological seminary,
without signature), and it is a richly illuminated codex of the Oradea Cathedral (around 1490), which
was ordered by a bishop Ján Filipecz. Janka SZENDREI: A magyar középkor hangjegyes forrásai [Musical
Sources of the Hungarian Middle Ages], MTA Zenetudományi Intézet, Budapest 1981, C 53, pp. 64–65. From
this codex come 13 fragments from State archive (SA) in Modra, 1 fragment from Bratislava, 1 from Poprad
and Levoča, 1 from Martin and 1 from Košice too. Zsuzsa CZAGÁNY: „Töredék, kódex, rítus, hagyomány.
A Zalka Antifonále győri és modori töredékeinek tanúsága“, in: Zenetudományi dolgozatok, Magyar
Tudományos Akadémia Zenetudományi Intézet, Budapest 1979–2011, pp. 1–15.
56
Eva VESELOVSKÁ: „Mittelalterliche Notationssysteme vom Gebiet der Slowakei – zu den neuesten
Forschungsergebnissen“, in: Musicologica Istropolitana IV, Marta Hulková (ed.), Katedra hudobnej vedy
Univerzity Komenského v Bratislave – Stimul, Bratislava 2005, pp. 9–39.
57
Clmae 216. SZENDREI, A magyar középkor…, M 4 (See fn. 55). Július SOPKO: Stredoveké latinské kódexy
slovenskej proveniencie v Maďarsku a Rumunsku [Medieval Latin codices of the Slovak provenance in
Hungary and Romania], Matica slovenská, Martin 1982, No. 222.
58
Clmae 128. SZENDREI, A magyar középkor…, C 24 (See fn. 55); SOPKO, Stredoveké latinské kódexy
slovenskej proveniencie v Maďarsku…, No. 212 (See fn. 57).
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the 16th century also appears in the Bratislava antiphonary I (214r)59 and in the
Bratislava missal „H“.60 According to Janka Szendrei, no scriptorium using
the Bohemian notational system existed in Hungary. On-going research, however,
may not confirm this opinion. Slovak archives are continuously revealing new
fragmentary sources containing the Bohemian notation. Number of these sources
far exceeds even the number of preserved medieval manuscript fragments with
the Esztergom notational system, which should appear in our country much more
frequently according to the liturgical context.61 Several questions therefore emerge
here. The first is whether codices (for instance those of the Bratislava Chapter
from the first half of the 15th century) were indeed notated by commission in
the Bohemian scriptoria, or by Slovakian notators trained in the Bohemian
environment, or alternatively, whether the scribes were Czech scholars working
in Slovakia during the time of religious instability in Bohemia.62 Considering
the scribal notated production of liturgical codices of the 15th century in Bratislava
and western Slovakia, the Bohemian scholarly circles certainly are more influential
than the Esztergom scriptorium. When considering the appearance of preserved
medieval notated materials from the territory of Slovakia, according to the latest
field research, Bohemian notation is the third-most prevalent after the Messinegothic notation, followed by the square notation. In Slovakia there is one
preserved fully-notated codex with the Bohemian notational system of the late
15th century. This is the Bratislava Antiphonary V from the Slovak National
Archive (SNA 17). It is questionable whether it was created in Slovakia, but it
certainly was used by the Bratislava Chapter.
Based on previous research conducted by the Institute of Musicology SAS
within the APVV project “Sources of medieval church music in Slovakia”,
the project “European dimension of artistic culture in Slovakia”, and the VEGA
grant no. 2/0125/10 “Sources of medieval music in church libraries in Slovakia”,
there were 83 medieval notated fragments with the Bohemian notational system
identified altogether during the source research in Slovak archive, museum and
library institutions. The final number of preserved materials will probably be
higher, since we assume the existence of notated manuscripts in some inaccessible
institutions (for instance the Bratislava City Archive) and continuation of

59

EC Lad. 4. Nándor KNAUZ: A Pozsonyi káptalannak kéziratai [Manuscripts of the Bratislava Chapter
House], Horák, Esztergom 1870, No. 3; SZENDREI, A magyar középkor…, C 2 (See fn. 55); Július SOPKO:
Stredoveké latinské kódexy v slovenských knižniciach [Medieval Latin codices in Slovak libraries], Martin
1981, No. 4; Eva VESELOVSKÁ: Mittelalterliche liturgische Kodizes mit Notation in den Archivbeständen
von Bratislava, Ed. Musaeum Musicum, Hudobné museum – Slovenské národné museum, Bratislava
2002, No. 25 – the Bratislava Antiphonary I.
60
Clmae 94. SZENDREI, A magyar középkor…, M 5 (See fn. 55); SOPKO, Stredoveké latinské kódexy
slovenskej proveniencie v Maďarsku…, No. 209 (See fn. 57).
61
The Bratislava Missal I and only several fragments from the 14th–16th century are copied in the Esztergom
notation.
62
The accurate religious-educational background of the Bratislava Chapter representatives is the subject
of the scientific research by historian Miriam Hlavačková, whom I thank for expert advice. Miriam
HLAVAČKOVÁ: „Oltárne benefíciá v bratislavskom Dóme sv. Martina v 15. storočí“ [“Altar benefices in the
St. Martin’s Cathedral in Bratislava in the 15th century”], in: Galéria (2001), Ročenka Slovenskej národnej
galérie, Slovenská národná galéria, Bratislava 2001, pp. 85–100; Miriam HLAVAČKOVÁ: Kapitula pri Dóme
sv. Martina. Intelektuálne centrum Bratislavy v 15. storočí [Chapter at St. Martin’s Cathedral. Intellectual
centre of Bratislava in the 15th century], Hisotrický ústav SAV, Bratislava 2008.
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the research of the Slovak provenance sources abroad (Hungary, Romania). The
Bohemian notation type is well-represented in western Slovakia, namely, in
Bratislava (Museum of Music of the Slovak National Museum,63 in the Slovak
National Archive, in the State Archive in Bratislava, in the University Library in
Bratislava, in the Central Library of SAS: 1 codex and 13 fragments),64 in the State
Archive Modra (14 fragments),65 in SA Trenčín (17 fragments)66 and in SA Trnava
(1 fragment). In the central part of Slovakia, 20 fragments can be found in SA
Kremnica and 4 fragments in SA in Banská Štiavnica.67 In the Slovak National
Library in Martin, 4 fragments of different provenances from the communist
dispersals in the 1950s68 and one fragment in a Čaplovič Library in Dolný Kubín
are deposited.69 In eastern Slovakia, materials with the Bohemian notation occur
more rarely (in SA in Poprad are deposited two fragments,70 one in the SA in
Levoča, one in the SA in Bardejov,71 4 in the Košice City Archive and one fragment
in the State Scientific Library in Košice).72

63

Eva VESELOVSKÁ: „Stredoveké notované fragmenty z Hudobného múzea Slovenského národného
múzea v kontexte najnovších výskumov stredovekej hudobnej kultúry na Slovensku a v strednej Európe“
[Fragments of Medieval Music Notation from the Music Museum of the Slovak National Museum in the
Context of the Most Recent Research on Musical Culture in Slovakia and Central Europe], in: Hudobné
pramene – kultúrne dedičstvo Slovenska: zborník príspevkov z konferencie Bratislava, 23. – 24. 11. 2011,
Slovenská muzikologická asociácia a Slovenské národné múzeum, Bratislava 2011, s. 11–82. <http://
www.snm.sk/?hudobne-muzeum-publikacie>.
64
Eva VESELOVSKÁ: Mittelalterliche liturgische Kodizes mit Notation in den Archivbeständen von Bratislava II., Ústav hudobnej vedy SAV, Bratislava 2006.
65
VESELOVSKÁ, Catalogus fragmentorum I…, No. 7, 10, 26–29, 33–34, 54–55, 61–63 (Antiphonary)+No. 60
(Graduale), See fn. 42.
66
VESELOVSKÁ, Die böhmische Notation…, pp. 9–39 (See fn. 52).
67
VESELOVSKÁ, Catalogus fragmentorum II…, No. 27, 42, 55, 64 (See fn. 54).
68
Eva VESELOVSKÁ: „Hudobnopaleografické špecifiká stredovekých notovaných rukopisov v Archíve literatúry a umenia SNK“ [“Musical-palaeographic specifics of the medieval notated manuscripts in the
Literature and Art Archive”], in: Knižnica: revue pre knihovníctvo, bibliografiu, knižnú kultúru, informačné systémy a technológie, biografistiku, archív a múzeum knihy a literárnych pamiatok, Slovenská
národná knižnica, Martin 2010, pp. 28–39.
69
Janka BEDNÁRIKOVÁ: „Notované fragmenty gregoriánskeho chorálu v knižničnom fonde Čaplovičovej
knižnice Oravského múzea P. O. Hviezdoslava v Dolnom Kubíne“ [Fragments of Musical Notation of
Gregorian Chant in the Library Holdings of the Čaplovič Library of the Orava Museum of P. O. Hviezdoslav
in Dolný Kubín], in: Zborník Oravského múzea XXVII, 2010, pp. 137–138.
70
Eva VESELOVSKÁ: „Stredoveké notované fragmenty zo ŠA v Levoči – pobočka Poprad“ [Fragments
of Medieval Musical Notation from the State Archives in Levoča – Branch Poprad], in: Musica Scepusii
Veteris – Stará hudba na Spiši, Janka Petőczová (ed.), Ústav hudobnej vedy SAV: Prešovský hudobný
spolok Súzvuk, Bratislava – Prešov 2008, s. 45–70.
71
Janka BEDNÁRIKOVÁ: Notované fragmenty gregoriánskeho chorálu v archívno-knižničných fondoch
Bardejova, Prešova a Levoče [Fragments of Musical Notation of Gregorian Chant in Archival and Library
Holdings in Bardejov, Prešov, and Levoča], Verbum, Ružomberok 2010.
72
Eva VESELOVSKÁ: „Stredoveké notované rukopisy z Košíc“ [“Medieval Manuscripts of Musical Notation
from Košice”], in: Ad honorem Richard Rybarič: zborník z muzikologickej konferencie Musicologica
historica I. venovanej nedožitým 80. narodeninám Richarda Rybariča (1930–1989), Janka Petőczová
(ed.), Ústav hudobnej vedy SAV, Bratislava 2011, pp. 225–244.
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Pic. no. 1: The Bratislava Antiphonary V, Slovak National Archive 17, f. 1r

Eva Veselovská
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Codices
The Bratislava antiphonary V. (Slovak National Archive 17)73
The Bratislava antiphonary V differs from the four-volume Bratislava antiphonaries
(I–IV) not only in its use of the Bohemian notational system but also in its
liturgical content.74 The liturgy of the antiphonary documents the Prague rite. On
the basis of its content, this codex is classified as a representative notated source
capturing the medieval liturgical practice of the Archdiocese of Prague.75
The Bratislava Antiphonary V does not contain all office chants, but mostly chants
for the vespers. Occasionally the chants for the first nocturne of some holidays
are listed (on the feast of the Nativity there are also listed chants of the second
and third nocturne). A more appropriate title for this codex would therefore be
Vesperale. Because the source does not keep the Esztergom liturgical tradition,
nor does it contain melodic material typical for medieval Bratislava manuscripts,
it cannot be included among the codices of the domestic provenance. The Bratislava
Antiphonary V contains chants of the temporal (Temporale, f. 1r–63v) from
the office of the Nativity feast (Advent chants are missing) to the 25th Sunday
of the “ordinary time – per annum”, the office of the feast Corpus Christi, in
Dedicatione ecclesiae and a sanctorale (Sanctorale, Commune Sanctorum,
ff. 63v–115v). It starts with the chant Gloria pie Trinitatis (f. 1r), which is the third
verse of the third responsory in the first nocturne of the Nativity feast.76 The last
chant of the codex is a responsory Ductus est Jhesus with a verse Et cum jejunasset
on the feast of the Holy virgins (Commune virginum). The office chants in
a sanctorale of the Bratislava Antiphonary V in most cases slightly diverge from
the central Prague rite. The notation of the Antiphonary is placed on eight lines
of the five-lined red colour stave (on some folios is a part added on the ninth line
of the stave) with a double red frame. The height of the stave is about 25 mm
(the gap between separate lines are about 6 mm).77 The punctum is of a diamond
shape and measures about 6 mm. The notator of the codex used the C clef, F clef
(two diamond rhombi), G clef, and also a custos of square shape with dimensions
of about 3×4 mm. The general ductus of the notation is tilted to the right.
The punctum is written without any capillary lines. The pes is of a typical
Bohemian shape, and it is made up of two diamond rhombi (puncti), connected
by a thin capillary line. The clivis is of the Messine rectangular shape, as in
the case of the Messine-gothic notation in the Bratislava antiphonaries I–IV, and
73

A name the Bratislava Antiphonary V was introduced by J. Sopko, depending on a type of liturgical
book, time of origin and a user. SOPKO, Stredoveké latinské kódexy v slovenských knižniciach…, No. 39
(See fn. 59); KNAUZ, A Pozsonyi…, No. 17 (See fn. 59); SZENDREI, A magyar középkor…, C 28 (See fn. 55);
Zsuzsa CZAGÁNY: Corpus Antiphonalium Officii – Ecclesiarum Centralis Europae, III/A Praha (Temporale),
MTA Zenetudományi Intézet, Budapest 1996, No. 17.
74
The Bratislava Antiphonaries I–IV capture the Esztergom liturgical tradition.
75
CZAGÁNY, Corpus Antiphonalium Officii – Ecclesiarum Centralis Europae, III/A Praha…, p. 38 (See
fn. 73).
76
CZAGÁNY, Corpus Antiphonalium Officii – Ecclesiarum Centralis Europae, III/A Praha…, 10550 (See
fn. 73).
77
The five-lined staff system occurs in Bohemian sources as early as in e.g. The Ritual of Bishop Tobias
(Prague Castle Archive – Library of the Metropolitan Chapter by St. Vitus in Prague P/3) and in the
Missal from St. George (National Museum, Prague, XIII B17).
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Pic. no. 2: The Bratislava Missal „D“, National Szechényi Library in Budapest Clmae 216.
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its slope is vertical. The torculus and porrectus are written with thin ligature lines.
The climacus consists of two related clivises. Accidentals were used by a notator,
namely, flats and naturals. The Bratislava Antiphonary V is notated with
the Bohemian notation with a typical rhombic ending on individual neumes and
the right-facing ductus of the notation. Similarly to the Bratislava Antiphonary V,
e.g. the notation of the Psalter of Canon Blasius (copied in 1419) of the former
Library of the Bratislava Chapter78 and fragments of the gradual from the State
Archive in Trenčín,79 these are placed also on a five-lined staff system. The Bratislava
Antiphonary V resembles the sign system of the Prague Gradual XII A 21 from
the late 15th century, now in the Prague University Library. The C clef and F clef
have similar constructions. Additionally, a square custos is of the same shape in
both the codices. The appearance of the Messine clivis is also related. In both
cases, clivis is built vertically and ends with the pictured rhombic head. Regarding
the similarity of the sign system in the early 16th century Bratislava Antiphonary
V to the Gradual of King Vladislaus Mss.I.3 from the Esztergom Cathedral Library,
we even consider that both codices could be the work of the same scriptorium at
the turn of the 15th and 16th centuries. The two notational systems are in fact
consistently placed on a red five-lined staff system with double framing, and
the construction of individual signs of the Bohemian system is almost identical,
although Bratislava Antiphonary V version of pes is slightly more cursive, being
more tilted to the right.
The Bratislava Missal „D“ (National Szechenyi Library in Budapest, Clmae 216)
The Bratislava Missal „D“, along with other manuscripts of the former Library
of the Bratislava Chapter, was sent to the Hungarian National Museum in
Budapest as a gift in 1813. Its Hungarian provenance is evinced by several saints
feasts in the calendar and in the proprium de sanctis (St. Stephen the King,
St. Emeric / + translatio /, St. Adalbert / + translatio /, St. Gerard, St. Ladislaus
/ + translatio /, St. Elizabeth of Hungary). Proprietary records of the Chapter
appear in different pages of the manuscript (f. 1r: Liber ecclesie Posoniensis, f. 2r:
Capituli Posoniensis 1633). Slovak codicologists and paleographers give different
datings of the manuscript. While Sopko moves the origination of the missal to
1403,80 Šedivý inclines towards a claim that the codex originated in the 1430s.81
During the reign of Sigismund of Luxembourg in Bratislava, a large number of
foreigners in educational circles appear at the court. At the turn of the 14th and
15th centuries, a certain Michal of Dürnstein was working as a scribe in Bratislava;
he was not identical to the figure of the Bratislava canon Michal of Trnava, as
Julius Sopko claims.82 According to Sopko, Michal of Trnava was the author
78

National Szechényi Library in Budapest, Clmae 128.
Municipality of Trenčín – Gradual MMTN Kn/I–19/?/ (1616), Gradual MMTN Kn/I–20 (1618), Gradual
MMTn Kn/I–21 (1619), Gradual MMTN Kn/I–22 (1620–1621), MMTN Kn/I–23 (1622), Gradual Collection
of music pieces-A; Gradual-sequentionary from a private collection from Trenčín (town book from 1633)
– today SNL in Martin J 4119.
80
SOPKO, Stredoveké latinské kódexy slovenskej proveniencie v Maďarsku…, pp. 46–47 (See fn. 57).
81
Juraj ŠEDIVÝ: Mittelalterliche Schriftkultur im Pressburger Kollegiatkapitel, Chronos, Bratislava 2007,
pp. 146–148.
82
SOPKO, Stredoveké latinské kódexy slovenskej proveniencie v Maďarsku…, pp. 46–47 (See fn. 57).
79
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of two missals.83 This statement is corrected by Juraj Šedivý, who considers
Michal of Trnava to be the author of the Bratislava Missal VI, which was explicitly
dated in 1403. The missal’s prefaces are notated with the Messine-gothic system
with classic shapes of basic neumes without influence of Esztergom. According
to Juraj Šedivý, the author of the Missal „D“ is Michal of Dürnstein (Tyrnstein,
Lower Austria), who was a professional notator in Bratislava in the 1420s and
1430s.84 However, the notation in this codex’s prefaces is of Bohemian origin.
Based on differences in the notational systems we can thus confirm the claims
of Juraj Šedivý: these two codices were not copied by the same person. They were
certainly notated by two scribes with different musical educations. The notation
of the Missal „D“ is arranged in two columns. Fully notated folios usually contain
ten lines of the four-lined stave with a simple framing on one side. The shapes
of the neumes show the Bohemian notation in its typical forms. The punctum is
diamond-shaped. The notator of the codex used the C clef and F clef in the shape
of tractulus and two diamond rhombi, which are a different shape from clefs in
the Psalter of Canon Blasius or Bratislava Antiphonary V. The custos is never
used here; this again differs from the Psalter of Canon Blasius or Bratislava
Antiphonary V. The complete ductus of the notation is tilted to the right. The pes
is of a typical Bohemian shape, and it is created from two diamond rhombi
(puncti), connected by a thin capillary line. The clivis is of the Messine rectangular
shape. As the only basic neume, the clivis is written in a vertical line. The torculus
and the porrectus have thin ligature lines. The scandicus consists of a punctum
and a pes. The clivis is created of a bipunctum and two decreasing puncti tilting
towards right. The notator used the flat sign as an accidental.
The Psalter of Canon Blasius (National Szechenyi Library in Budapest Clmae 128)
The Psalter of Canon Blasius was bequeathed to the cathedral of St. Martin on
16th June 1419 by a canon of the Bratislava Chapter, Blasius, before his death.85
Along with other manuscripts of the former Library of the Bratislava Chapter,
the psalter was donated to the Hungarian National Museum in Budapest as a gift
in 1813 or 1814. Notation is used almost throughout the whole manuscript, and
a number of staff systems diverge on different folios. Script and notation are
arranged in two columns. Where a part of the folio is fully notated, eight lines
of the five-lined stave are located on one side without framing. The shapes of
neumes reveal Bohemian notation with a gentle mixture of square notation forms
(such as for instance fragments from the SA in Bratislava, Trenčín branch).
The punctum is diamond-shaped. A notator of the codex used C clef and F clef,
shaped similarly to the Bratislava Antiphonary V: two diamond rhombi placed
above each other. The custos is in the shape of a small rhomb. The overall

83

Besides the Bratislava Missal „D“ Sopko believes that a canon Michal from Trnava also worked on
the Missal VI (Bratislava City Museum A/2).
84
The explicit is not present on f. 287ra: „Explicit liber missalis de tempore et sanctis per manus
Michaelis de Tyrnstain et cetera.“ (ŠEDIVÝ, Mittelalterliche Schriftkultur…, pp.146–148, See fn. 81).
85
Folio 150vb: „Hic notata est ultima voluntas domini Blasii, canonici Posoniensis, Obitus ipsius domini
Blasij feria vi. Post festum Corporis Christi anno domini millesimo quadringentesimo decimo nono. Deus
misereatur anime sue.“
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Pic. no. 3: The Psalter of Canon Blasius, National Szechényi Library in Budapest Clmae 128,
f. 133v–134r.

direction of the notation is vertical. Only the pes is clearly tilted to the right; in
some cases, it does not have a typical Bohemian shape. Sometimes, the pes is
created of two diamond rhombi (puncti), connected by a thin capillary line, and
the lower tone is shaped rather as a horizontal rectangle. However, a typical
Bohemian rhombic shape is used in most cases. The clivis is of the Messine
rectangular shape with a vertical slope. The torculus and the porrectus are made
with thin ligature lines, differing slightly from the Bohemian forms with a square
shape appearing in the mid-tone of the porrectus and in the final note of the
torculus. The scandicus is created from three continuously-joined rising rhombi.
The clivis is created from a bipunctum and two decreasing, right-heading puncti.
Attention should be paid to the Office of the Dead (from f. 133v). The order
of the responsories (79–44–58, 47–76–83, 1–18–38) does not correspond with the
Esztergom liturgical tradition, but it hearkens to the manuscript tradition from
the German circle such as, for instance, in Fulda or Naumburg.86

86
A table 4 (see pp. 365) describing the ordering of responsories is listed at the end of the study. Despite
the similarities, the order of responsories differs from these manuscripts (Hessisches Landesbibliothek,
Fulda AA 71: 79–44–58, 76–47–83, 1–10–18, Naumburg 1492: 79–44–58, 76–47–1, 83–18–38). Knut OTTOSEN:
The Responsories and Versicles of the Latin Office of the Dead, Aarhus University Press, Aarhus, 1993, p. 194.
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Fragments
Fragmentary of preserved manuscripts with the Bohemian notational system from
the second half of the 14th and early 16th century are present in 15 library, archive
and museum institutions. A few manuscripts have several common features.
The notated fragments can be generally divided into four large groups.
The first coherent group with the same structural composition consists of the
fragments from the SA in Modra (thirteen fragments from the Zalka Antiphonary,
now deposited in the Seminary Library in Győr),87 to be associated with fragments
of the originally large-scale codices (e.g. from the SA in Bratislava, University
Library in Bratislava, SA in Bardejov, the Protestant Library in Levoča, City Archiv
in Košice and Slovak National Library in Martin). These fragments are of a similar
type to that in notated liturgical books,
which come from the turn of the 15th and
16th centuries. Based on analysis of the
illuminations (fragments from Modra and
Levoča), they are the work of the Bohemian
scriptoria and illuminating workshops
which follow the work of Valentin Noh and
Janíček Zmilelý.88 The notation is placed in
a large-sized stave, comparable to the
manuscripts of Bohemian provenance from
the late 15th and early 16th century, e.g. the
Gradual from Kutná Hora Mus. Hs. 15501
from the Austrian National Library in Vienna,
or other manuscripts from the National
Museum in Prague XII A 20: the Plzeň
Gradual of Martin Stupník (1491), XII A 22,
XII A 21 the Kolín Antiphonary (before 1477), Pic. no. 4: The Antiphonary 3122, Chamber
XII A 23 Plzeň Antiphonary of Pavel Mělnický account 1669, SA Modra
(1527), XII B 1 the Psaltar from Králúv Dvúr
(around 1490), XIII A 2 the Gradual of Martin Bakalář from Vyskytná (1512),
XV A 5 the Plzeň Missal of Vít Soukeník (1485). The Antiphonary RHKS 817 from
the Slovak National Library in Martin has similar dimensions to the thirteen
fragments from the SA in Modra. The same scribal and notational customs are
also presented in fragments from the State Archive in Bratislava (a cover of
the Register 1087 between 1672 and 1687 from Svätý Jur),89 from the Central
Library of SAS (Lyc B III 414c),90 from the University Library in Bratislava
(Ms 232),91 the Košice Town Archive (the Antiphonary /?/ III/2 mac 44 Protocollum
87

Fragments document the liturgical tradition of the episcopacy in Várad (Romania). Compare: KOVÁCS,
Corpus … VII/A …, p. 41 (See fn. 6). The antiphonary was probably ordered by Várad bishop Ján Filipecz
(1431–1509) in 1477–1490. KOVÁCS, Corpus … VII/B … (See fn. 6).
88
For the expert advice and consultations, I thank Dr. Dušan Buran from the Slovak National Gallery
and Dr. Milada Studničková from Institute of Arts, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic.
89
VESELOVSKÁ, Mittelalterliche liturgische Kodizes… II., No. 76 (See fn. 64).
90
VESELOVSKÁ, Mittelalterliche liturgische Kodizes… II., No. 115 (See fn. 64).
91
VESELOVSKÁ, Mittelalterliche liturgische Kodizes… II., No. 88 (See fn. 64).
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Delesminationum Magnatium Neo Civium Anno 1602 and the Antiphonary H III/2
mac 53 Protocollum Magistr. 1617–1618) and from the State Archive in Levoča,
Poprad branch (Spišská Sobota Municipality, Mare/c/k Buch 1660–1700). The stave
height in all the aforementioned manuscripts is about 45 mm. The stave gap size
reaches approximately 15 mm. The punctum measures about 15×15 mm. The basic
notational shapes of the Bohemian notation are of enormous dimensions and the
internal structure does not include elements from other notational systems.
The second group of fragments with Bohemian notation includes the fragments
from the State Archive in Kremnica that came from at least three liturgical books.
These fragments are: a missal fragment with two columns, an antiphonary
fragment containing records of two notation schools (different use of clefs
and custos), and the gradual sequentionary fragment with the Messine-gothic and
Bohemian mixed notation.92 The original dimensions of these manuscripts were
almost half the size of those in the first group (stave height: about 16–18 mm,
gap: 6–8 mm, punctum: about 4–7×4–7 mm). All of the fragments of the
antiphonaries present the Prague liturgical tradition; for example, the Antiphonary
Tomus 2/Fons42/Fasc.1/Nr.23,1609 contains a responsory Benedictus es Domine
in firmamento with the verse Domum tuam (caoX, ist0687, Cz 46360), used
within the Esztergom but also the Bohemian liturgical tradition. It is assumed that
the antiphonary was commissioned by Kremnica’s inhabitants. Already from the
10th century, gold and silver were mined in this town and its surroundings.
A mining boom occurred in the early 14th century, when the Hungarian king Karol
Robert of Anjou gave Cremnychbana village the privileges of a free royal mining
and minting town on 17 November 1328. Kremnica ducats (florins) belonged to
the most valuable and popular currency in Europe. The first minters in Kremnica
were masters from Kutná Hora, who minted high-quality silver groschens and
denarii.93 At the beginning of this robust business development in Kremnica, in
addition to a business class from Florence, Vienna, and Regensburg, we can also
find a large representation of minter masters from Bohemia here.94 Therefore, it is
highly possible that a Bohemian scribal, illuminating or notating master could
also have worked in Kremnica in this period. Particularly valuable is a fragment
of the Antiphonary Tomus 1/Fons36/Fasc.14/Nr.689,1595 containing a part of
the office on the feast of St. Catherine (a patroness saint of the parish church
in Kremnica), but the antiphons clearly respect the Prague liturgical tradition.
The only fragment containing both the Prague as well as the Esztergom rite, is
the Antiphonary (Tomus 1/ Fons 32/ Fasc.11/ Nro.126a), which contains chants
on the Exaltation of the Holly Cross feast (antiphons Praeveniat faciem domini
caoX, ist0127,95 Signum crucis semper oportet caoX, ist0588 and Crux est sancta
nostrae signaculum caox, ist0589, Exaltatio s. Crucis, M/I, A1-2). It is possible
92

Fragments with sequences could be a part of the gradual but could also make an independent
liturgical book.
93
Kronika Slovenska [The Chronicle of Slovakia], ed. Dušan Kováč and others, Bratislava 1998.
94
Teodor LAMOŠ: Vznik a počiatky banského a mincového mesta Kremnice 1328–1430 [Origin and
beginnings of mining and minting town Kremnica 1328–1430], Stredoslovenské vydavateľstvo, Banská
Bystrica 1969, p. 155.
95
The Istanbul Antiphonary f. 232v–233r. The Istanbul Antiphonal (about 1360), ed. Janka Szendrei,
Musicalia Danubiana 18, Akadémiai Kiadó, Budapest 2002.
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that the Bohemian scribe could have copied part of the antiphonary from
the domestic liturgical book that contained the Esztergom liturgical tradition. With
the exception of the Missal Tomus1/Fons32/Fasc.9/Nro.83, the notation of
the Kremnica fragments is almost uniform. The punctum is the only basic neume
used. The single virga does not appear, but a bistropha occurs frequently.
The pes is created from two vertically placed puncti with right-tilting slopes.
The clivis is of rectangular Messine shape. The scandicus is created from a single

Pic. no. 5: The Antiphonary (Tomus 1 / Fons 31 / Fasc. 5 / Nro. 327), „Lößung Register 1597“,
SA Kremnica
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punctum and a pes, and the climacus consists of three puncti tilting towards
the right. The torculus (pes and punctum positioned vertically below the middle
tone) and the porrectus (clivis and pes) have a typical Bohemian shape in which
individual neumatic structures are connected by a thin capillary line. Occasionally,
a torculus with a smooth, homogeneous second and third tones (e.g. Antiphonary
Tomus1/Fons36/Fasc.14/Nr.689, 1595) appears. Two clefs appear: the C clef and
the F clef which consists of tractulus and two, vertical-stacked rhombi. B flats

Pic. no. 6: The Antiphonary (Tomus 1 / Fons 32 / Fasc. 11 / Nro. 126a), „Part Raithung zu
Diestant…Hanß Güyßl 1597“, SA Kremnica
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and naturals are used. The notational system uses a four-lined red stave with
double red framing, using the custos; this is possible to see, for instance, in
the fragments of the gradual (nine four-lined staves on a folio and custos in square
form) or in fragments of the antiphonary (ten four-lined staves on a folio, and
custos in rhomb shape). The majority of fragments can be dated to the second
half or possibly the end of the 15th century. The sign system is extremely similar
to that of the Bratislava Antiphonary V. The only fragment in which the notational
system differs from other Kremnica manuscripts is the aforementioned Missal
Tomus1/Fons32/Fasc.9/Nro.83. In this manuscript, the system is placed in two
columns of a four-lined red stave with a simple framing without a custos. Only
the C clef is used. Since this is a notated Exsultet, the melody is syllabic, without
using multi-tonal neumes. The manuscript is dated in the first half or, likelier,
the beginning of the 15th century.
The third group consists of the seventeen fragments from the SA Trenčín
written at the turn of the 15th and 16th centuries, using the Bohemian notational
system. There are the fragments of three liturgical books. The fragments of the
antiphonary are contained in the books of town hall records: MMTN – Kn/I-8,
1596–1597; MMTN – Kn/I-11, 1601; MMTN – Kn/I-12, 1602–1603; MMTN –
Kn/I-13, 1604; MMTN – Kn/I-14, 1605–1606; MMTN – Kn/I-15, 1607–1608;
MMTN – Kn/I-16, 1609–161; MMTN – Kn/I-17, 1613; MMTN – Kn/I-18, 1614–1615;
MMTN – Kn/I-/?/ 1630; MMTN – Kn I /?/ 1637–1642. The antiphonary uses
a system of twelve four-lined red colour staves with double red framing. The C clef
and F clef are used; the custos is of a sqare shape. The notation is at an advanced
stage, as represented by the more gothic shape of the neume signs and their more
cursive ductus. The shapes of the torculus and the porrectus resemble variants
of the square notation. The folio mirror of the manuscript measures about
370×252 mm. The height of the stave is about 16–17 mm, the gap is about
6 mm and punctum (rhomb) 6×6 mm. The antiphonary probably originated
in the late 15th or the early 16th century; the sign system is very much closer to
the notation of the initial folio of the Gradual from Luzern P.19 (around 1410)
and the Gradual XIII B 2 from the National Museum Library in Prague.
The notation of the gradual’s fragments is contained in: 10-MMTN Kn/I-19 ?,
a book of town hall records 1616; 11-MMTN Kn/I-20, a book of town hall records
1618; 12-MMTN Kn/I-21, a book of town hall records 1619; 13-MMTN Kn/I-22,
a book of town hall records 1620–1621; 14-MMTN Kn/I-23, a book of town hall
records 1622. It uses twelve lines of a five-lined red stave with double framing.
The C clef and F clef are also used here. With regard to the gradual’s fragments,
the custos is of a diamond rhomb shape. Gothisation of the shapes is at an
advanced stage, but has a softer character than that of the antiphonary’s
fragments. The codex is from the late 15th century or the early 16th century, with
notation resembling that in the Bratislava Antiphonary V and the Esztergom
Gradual of King Vladislaus Mss.III from the Esztergom Metropolitan Episcopal
library. The dimensions of the folio are 441×341 mm. The gradual’s mirror is
360×274 mm big. The stave’s height is 21 mm; the gap is 6 mm and punctum
6–7×6, 5 mm. In the Collection of Music Pieces, ZH-A (15th–20th century), State
Archive Trenčín is deposited a parchment fragment of the gradual (17-12/a?) from
the late 15th century, with dimensions of 378×268 mm (full mirror 286×220 mm,
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stave’s height: 15,5–16 mm, m: 5 mm, p: 6×4,5 mm). The Bohemian notation is
placed in ten lines of four-lined red stave with double red framing. The C clef,
F clef, b flat and a custos appear in shape of square. The mannerist forms of
the Bohemian notational system rather resemble the notation of the antiphonaries’
fragments from the Trenčín archive. One line of stave with Kyrie text is added
from a later hand.

Pic. no. 7: The Antiphonary (MMTN – Kn/I-13, a town protocol 1604, Protocolon Civitatis
Trenchiniensis anni 1604), SA Trenčín branch
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The last group consists of the remaining fragments (Slovak National Library
in Martin, Central Library of SAS, Museum of Music of the Slovak National
Museum, SA in Banská Štiavnica, SA Poprad, Košice) which to a greater or lesser
degree tilts toward the first, second or third group of manuscripts with Bohemian
notation in Slovakia.
In the Slovak National Library in Martin, four fragments with the Bohemian
notational system have been preserved. The Kyriale J 2015 shows Bohemian
notation from the second half of 15th century. The system is located within thirteen
lines of four-lined red stave with double framing. The F clef created from two
puncti arranged above each other, and C clef are used. The pes is of the characteristic
Bohemian shape; its slope is tilted towards right and the puncti are joined with
a thin or sometimes thicker line. The rectangular clivis is Messine, with a clear
rhombic ending. The similarly-created porrectus and torculus are also tilted to
the right. The climacus, formed of two clivises or three decreasing puncti, lacks
the initial torculus or virga. No custos is used. In the Gloria, individual verses are
separated by a thin vertical line; it seems the notation of the fragments was created
by two hands, according to finer strokes of a quill (f. 1v). The Missal C 980
represents the Bohemian notation from the turn of the 14th and 15th centuries.
The system is located on a four-lined red stave with no framing. The classic shapes
of the Bohemian notational system are employed: the Bohemian pes (rhombi
connected only by a thin ligature line, a Messine clivis, and porrectus and scandicus
in Bohemian shape), F clef and custos in square shape. The Antiphonary RHKS

Pic. no. 8: The Missal Formular Buch. Copir Buch 1585 (No. Inv. 605), SA Banská Štiavnica
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817 is dated back to the turn of the 15th and 16th centuries and belongs to the first
group of manuscripts (Zalka codex). This notation, of monumental proportions,
is positioned on a four-lined stave with double red framing. Traditional forms of
the Bohemian notation are the work of Bohemian scriptoria, which, especially in
the early decades of the 16th century, were produced by commission in the form
of beautiful, oversized, illuminated manuscripts for various literary fraternities.
Some of them are now in fragmented form on the bindings of official town books
and younger prints all over Slovakia, Hungary, Austria, and in Bohemia itself. The
Gradual-sequentionary J 4119 presents the Bohemian notational system from the
late 15th century. The system is placed into eight lines of red five-lined stave with
double framing. The C and F clefs are used; the custos is in the square shape.
The punctum is diamond-shaped. Only the punctum, bipunctum and pes are used
in syllabic melody. The pes is of the typical Bohemian shape, and it is created
of two diamond rhombi (puncti), connected by a thin capillary line. The
Bohemian notation in the gradual’s fragment resembles the notation in Bratislava
Antiphonary V (SNA 17), a fragment of a gradual from the State Archive in
Bratislava, located in Trenčín, surviving on the town books of records bindings,
and Esztergom Gradual of King Vladislaus Ms.III from the Metropolitan Episcopal
Library in Esztergom. The text of the sequence Victime paschali is added in
biblical Czech with 17th century cursive script. In the State Archive in Poprad there
are currently two medieval notated fragments with the Bohemian notational
system of the late 15th century. The fragment of the Antiphonary “Municipality
of Spišská Sobota (1660–1700)” is the work of a Bohemian scriptorium from
the turn of the 15th and 16th centuries. It is the fragment from the aforementioned
Zalka codex of enormous proportions, in which the individual rhombi measure
approximately 15×15 mm. The height of the stave is nearly 45 mm and gap
reaches 15 mm. There are two stave lines preserved in the fragment with double
red framing. The C clef and custos are used. The fragment contains a part of
the responsory Certamen magnum habuerunt with a verse Isti sunt sancti qui
from Commune martyrum.96 The second half of the fragment is located in
the Library of the Protestant Church in Levoča under the signature 13 895 (B.51).97

Conclusion
Bohemian notation in the Middle Ages is an extraordinary phenomenon and an
example of the cultural expansion of an important musical element. As part
of the liturgical reform efforts of the Prague archbishop Arnošt from Pardubice,
for nearly 150 years Bohemian notation became an indispensable part of medieval
source heritage of many countries in Europe. The presence of this notation in
Slovakian medieval manuscripts was a subject of study, of effort to systematize
current information, and of deep analysis of the sources. The fundamental
96

We thank Dr. Zsuzsa Czagány for the expert consultations concerning the fragments from Poprad
and Levoča and also for their identification. KOVÁCS, Corpus…VII/B…, p. 142 (See fn. 6).
Janka BEDNÁRIKOVÁ: Stredoveké notované pamiatky v Knižnici Evanjelického a. v. cirkevného zboru
v Levoči, Verbum, Ružomberok 2010, pp. 139–140.

97
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structural features of the Bohemian notation within Bohemia and in Slovakia as
well as in the broader Central European context, were defined. The subject of
the research is medieval notated codices (the Bratislava Missal „D“, the Psalter
of Canon Blasius and the Bratislava Antiphonary V) and fragments (83) with
Bohemian notation from Slovak territory between the second half of the
14th century and the early 16th century. The results of the analysis of the notational
forms clearly underlined the historical and cultural ties of scribal and notational
practice between Slovakia at the end of the Middle Ages and Bohemian
educational environment. Comprehensive source studies from all Slovakian
archive, library and museum institutions showed that the dissemination of
musical palaeographic structures of Bohemian notation in the written culture
of several urban communities in the territory of present Slovakia (Bratislava,
Modra, Trenčín, Kremnica) was extremely significant. The influence of the
Bohemian notational school was reflected mainly in Bratislava manuscripts. Under
the Bohemian influence, the notated parts of the Bratislava codices from the
former Library of the Bratislava Chapter in the first decades of the 15th century
(prefaces of the Bratislava Missal „D“ and the Psalter of Canon Blasius) were
created. In the Bratislava Antiphonary I (214r) and the Bratislava Missal „H“,
Bohemian notation inscriptions from the 16th–17th century also appear. One wholly
notated codex with the Bohemian notational system from the late 15th century
was preserved in Slovakia; this is the Bratislava Antiphonary V from the Slovak
National Archive. Interestingly, the number of medieval sources with Bohemian
notation greatly exceeds the number of preserved medieval fragments with the
domestic Esztergom notational system, which, according to the liturgical context,
should appear more frequently in Slovakian territory. Within the undertaken
research a number of issues have been raised, namely the question, whether the
codices from the Bratislava Chapter of the first half of the 15th century were
notated by commission in Bohemian scriptoria, or whether notators trained in
the Bohemian environment worked in Slovakia. Alternatively, these notators could
have been Bohemian scholars and scribes working in Slovakia at the time of
religious instability in Czech lands. However, there is one certainty: with regard
to the scribal activity of notators in Bratislava and western Slovakia, Bohemian
educational circles have certainly had a much greater impact on the production
of liturgical codices from the 15th century and their musical palaeographic aspect
than the Esztergom scriptorium.98
translation by Lucia Hrkútová, Jakub Michl and Isabella Shaw
Address: PhDr. Eva Veselovská, PhD., Institute of Musicology of the Slovak Academy
of Sciences, Dúbravská cesta 9,SK 841 04 Bratislava
e-mail: eva.veselovska@savba.sk

98

The study was elaborated within the VEGA No. 2/0125/10 grant “Medieval music sources in church
libraries in Slovakia” and the project “European dimension of artistic culture in Slovakia ITMS 26240120035.”
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Table 4 Office of the Dead – Matins / The Psalter of Canon Blasius Clmae 12899
Responsory
Redemptor meus
Manus tuae Domine
Ne tradas Domine
Memento quaeso Domine
Quomodo confitebor
Rogamus te
Absolve Domine
Deus aeterne
Libera me Domine de morte

Nocturn
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3

Nr. in K. Ottosen catalogue
79
44
58
47
76
83
1
18
38

folio
134r
135r
135v
136r
136v
137v
138v
139r
140r

CAO-concordances:
C
G
B
E
M
V
H
R
D
F
S
L
ist

99

Paris Bibliothèque nationale de France lat. 17436 (Compiègne – saec. 9)
Durham Cathedral Library B. III. 11 (Nordfrankreich – saec. 11)
Bamberg Staatsbibliothek lit. 23 (Bamberg – saec. 11/12)
Ivrea Biblioteca Capitolare 106 (Ivrea – saec. 11)
Monza Basilica di S. Giovanni Battista – Biblioteca Capitolare e Tesoro C. 12/75
(Monza – saec. 11)
Verona Biblioteca Capitolare XCVIII (Verona – saec. 11)
St. Gallen Stiftsbibliothek 390–391 (Hartkerantiphonar – ca. 1000)
Zürich Zentralbibliothek Rh 28 (Rheinau – saec. 13)
Paris Bibliothèque nationale de France lat. 17296 (St-Denis – saec. 12)
Paris Bibliothèque nationale de France lat. 12584 (St-Maur-les-Fossés – saec. 12)
London The British Library Add. 30850 (San Domingo de Silos – saec. 11)
Benevento Biblioteca Capitolare V. 21 (San Lupo Benevento – saec. 12)
Istanbul Topkapı Sarayı Müzesi Deissmann 42 (Istanbul, ca. 1360)

Andrea KOVÁCS: Antiphonalium Officii – Ecclesiarum Centralis Europae. V/A Esztergom / Strigonium
(Temporale), MTA Zenetudományi Intézet, Budapest 2004, p. 238–239.

11

not identified

Venite exsultemus

Dominica in passione
Domini
In Dedicatione ecclesiae,
In dominicis diebus
Dom. Pentecostes

Cecilae
Dom. 3 p. Epiph.,
Fer. 5 p. Cineres
Fer. 4 Hebd. 1 Quad.
s. Margaritae
Fer. 6, Sab. Hebd. 3
Quad.
Fer. 3 Hebd. 4 Adv.
Annuntiatio Mariae

15th/16th

15th ex.

15th ex.

15th ex.

15th ex.

15th ex.
14th/15th

14th ex.
15th ex.

SEQUENTIONARY
Sign. 670
ANTIPHONARY
Register 1087 Bratislava-vicinity
Sv. Jur 1672/1678 MNSZ-2
ANTIPHONARY
Ms 232, Rkp. 185
ANTIPHONARY
Frag. 9
BREVIARY
V. teol. 3691
MISSAL
Anabapt. 9
GRADUAL
M 2910
ANTIPHONARY
BB 122 / G.I.2

ANTIPHONARY
Sign. 1117 Registrum taxae,
Anno 1561
ANTIPHONARY
Invitatoriale
Sign. 671
GRADUAL
Sign. 668

15th ex.

14th/15th

Liturgical content100

Dating

Type of manuscript Signature

002491

002935

002388, 002368

006267

0050005

909030

Cantus ID101 or
CAO-ECE102

366

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

BRATISLAVA:
University Library
BRATISLAVA:
Central Library of SAS
BRATISLAVA:
Central Library of SAS
BRATISLAVA:
Central Library of SAS
BRATISLAVA:
Central Library of SAS
BRATISLAVA:
Central Library of SAS

BRATISLAVA:
Slovak National Museum –
Museum of Music
BRATISLAVA:
Slovak National Museum –
Museum of Music
BRATISLAVA:
Slovak National Museum –
Museum of Music
BRATISLAVA:
SA Bratislava

2

3

BARDEJOV:
SA in Prešov, Bardejov branch

1

Deposition place: Institution

Table 5 Fragments with Bohemian notation in Slovakia
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BANSKÁ ŠTIAVNICA:
SA in Banská Bystrica,
Banská Štiavnica branch

BANSKÁ ŠTIAVNICA:
SA in Banská Bystrica,
Banská Štiavnica branch

BANSKÁ ŠTIAVNICA:
SA in Banská Bystrica,
Banská Štiavnica branch

15

16

17
ANTIPHONARY
Copierbüch A. 1632–1639
(No. inv. 635)

MISSAL
Copir Buch 1585–1586
(No. Inv. 605), 54 MMBŠ 16K50
1585–1586, a box 16
SEQUENTIONARY
Copierbüch A. 1623–1625
(No. inv. 628)

ANTIPHONARY
Lyc F I 210

ANTIPHONARY
Lyc E 46
ANTIPHONARY
R 15301

s. Laurentii

Prefaces

15th med.

14th ex. /
15th in.

1450–1500

In die sancto Paschae:
Laudes salvatori,
de Resurrectione:
Mane prima
s. Margaritae

Decem milia mm.

15th med.

1400–1450

s. Elisabeth Hung.

15th med.

204998
601807

Cantus ID: X103
CAO-ECE:104
5.0622.0410
5.0622.0430
5.0622.0440
5.0622.0450
5.0622.0460
5.0622.0470
001877 (BERL)
001178 (BHR)
004556
003892
003908

600303, 600303a

101

Abbreviations of particular liturgical feasts are used according to a system of the CANTUS database: http://cantusdatabase.org
Liturgical concordance of the CANTUS database: http://cantusdatabase.org
102
Liturgical concordances of the Corpus Antiphonalium Officii – Ecclesiarum Centralis Europae edition.
103
The Cantus database does not give these chants.
104
Zsuzsa CZAGÁNY: Corpus Antiphonalium Officii – Ecclesiarum Centralis Europae. III/B Praha (Sanctorale, Commune Sanctorum), MTA Zentudományi Intézet,
Budapest 2002, p. 199. Andrea KOVÁCS: Corpus Antiphonalium Officii – Ecclesiarum Centralis Europae. V/B Esztergom/Strigonium (Sanctorale), MTA Zenetudományi Intézet, Budapest 2006, p. 219; Oficium Decem milia mm.: Str-1829, Str-110, Paul-399, Sc-125, Sc-6374, Sc-6384. KOVÁCS, Corpus… V/B…, p. 288.

100

BRATISLAVA:
Central Library of SAS

BRATISLAVA:
Central Library of SAS
BRATISLAVA:
Central Library of SAS

14

13

12
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ANTIPHONARY
Tomus 1 / Fons 32 / Fasc. 11 /
Nro. 126a

KREMNICA:
SA in Banská Bystrica,
Kremnica branch

26

25

24

23

22

21

20

19

MISSAL
Spittal register 1584
(Sine Sign.)
ANTIPHONARY /?/
III/2 mac 44
GRADUALE
H III/2 mac 53
ANTIPHONARY
H III/2 mac 85
ANTIPHONARY
H III/2 mac 86
ANTIPHONARY
R 246
MISSAL
Tomus 1 / Fons 32 / Fasc. 9 /
Nro. 83
ANTIPHONARY
Tomus 1 / Fons 31 / Fasc. 5 /
Nro. 327

BANSKÁ ŠTIAVNICA:
SA in Banská Bystrica,
Banská Štiavnica branch
KOŠICE:
Košice Town Archive
KOŠICE:
Košice Town Archive
KOŠICE:
Košice Town Archive
KOŠICE:
Košice Town Archive
KOŠICE:
State Scientific Library
KREMNICA:
SA in Banská Bystrica,
Kremnica branch
KREMNICA:
SA in Banská Bystrica,
Kremnica branch

Type of manuscript Signature

18

Deposition place: Institution
Liber generationis

not identified
In Apparitione BMV
not identified
s. Margaritae
Nativitas Domini
Exsultet

s. Viti

Exaltatio Crucis

15th/16th
15th/16th
15th/16th
15th/16th
1420–1450
1400–1425

1400–1425

15th ex.

Liturgical content

1420–1450

Dating

Cantus ID: X
CAO-ECE:105
5.0615.0190
5.0615.0200
5.0615.0210
5.0615.0220
100350
206141
CAO-ECE:106
5.0914.0110
5.0914.0120
5.0914.0130

006276

g00088

Cantus ID or CAO-ECE
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KREMNICA:
SA in Banská Bystrica,
Kremnica branch

KREMNICA:
SA in Banská Bystrica,
Kremnica branch
KREMNICA:
SA in Banská Bystrica,
Kremnica branch

KREMNICA:
SA in Banská Bystrica,
Kremnica branch

KREMNICA:
SA in Banská Bystrica,
Kremnica branch

28

29

31

32
ANTIPHONARY
Tomus 1 / Fons 41 / Fasc. 5 /
Nro. 89, 1595

ANTIPHONARY
Tomus 1 / Fons 41 / Fasc. 5 /
Nro. 91, 1596

SEQUENTIONARY
Tomus 1 / Fons 41 / Fasc. 5 /
Nro. 93
ANTIPHONARY
Tomus 1 / Fons 41 / Fasc. 5 /
Nro. /?/, 1597

ANTIPHONARY
Tomus 1 / Fons 41 / Fasc. 5 /
Nro. 96

SEQUENTIONARY
Tomus 1 / Fons 32 / Fasc. 11 /
Nro. 105

1400–1425

1400–1425

1400–1425

Dom. 1 Quad.

s. Barbarae

s. Viti

Spiritus sanctus

15th ex.

14th ex.

s. Laurentii:
Laurenti david magni
Assumptione BMV:
Congaudent angelorum
Conversio s. Pauli

15th ex.

Cantus ID: X
CAO-ECE:107
5.0615.0270
5.0615.0280
5.0615.0290
5.0615.0300
205877
205844
CAO-ECE:108
5.1204.0220
5.1204.0230
004609
002047 BR

004616a
004826, 004826a
007623 BHRL
007623a
006790

106

From the Esztergom manuscripts, which contain the St. Vitus office Str-887, Str-1812, Str-67, Str-110 and Sc-6384. KOVÁCS, Corpus… V/B…, p. 289 (See fn. 104).
The organisation of antiphons for the feast of Exaltation of the Cross is typical for the Esztergom liturgical order and liturgical order of Várad and Zagreb.
KOVÁCS, Corpus … VII/B …, p. 113 (See fn. 6); Andrea KOVÁCS: Corpus Antiphonalium Officii – Ecclesiarum Centralis Europae. VI/B Kalocsa – Zagreb (Sanctorale),
Budapest 2008, p. 121. E.g. the Istanbul antiphonary f. 232v–233r. This is not the Prague liturgy; it is the unique example in which Bohemian notation is used
together with the Esztergom liturgical order (Invit. A. Praeveniat faciem Domini, A. Signum crucis semper, A. Crux est sancta.
107
CZAGÁNY, Corpus…III/B Praha (Sanctorale), p. 111 (See fn. 104).
108
CZAGÁNY, Corpus…III/B Praha (Sanctorale), p. 190 (See fn. 104).

105

30

KREMNICA:
SA in Banská Bystrica,
Kremnica branch

27
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KREMNICA:
SA in Banská Bystrica,
Kremnica branch

KREMNICA:
SA in Banská Bystrica,
Kremnica branch

39

40

38

37

36

35

34

KREMNICA:
SA in Banská Bystrica,
Kremnica branch
KREMNICA:
SA in Banská Bystrica,
Kremnica branch
KREMNICA:
SA in Banská Bystrica,
Kremnica branch
KREMNICA:
SA in Banská Bystrica,
Kremnica branch
KREMNICA:
SA in Banská Bystrica,
Kremnica branch
KREMNICA:
SA in Banská Bystrica,
Kremnica branch

33

Deposition place: Institution

Nativitas Mariae

not identified

15th ex.

s. Catharinae

Annuntiatio Mariae

Decoll. Jo. Bapt.

Dom. 1 Quad.

De Regum

Comm. Virginum

Liturgical content

1400–1425

1400–1425

1400–1425

1400–1425

1400–1425

1400–1425

1400–1425

Dating

Cantus ID: X
CAO-ECE:109
5.1125.0320
5.1125.0330
5.1125.0340
5.1125.0360
005364 R
001613 R
002297 BR
002016

003164 R
002279 R

007447c L
003029 S

003485
003919

002321
004650

007680, 007680a

Cantus ID or CAO-ECE
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SEQUENTIONARY
Tomus 1 / Fons 36 / Fasc. 14 /
Nro. 711, 1596

ANTIPHONARY
Tomus 1 / Fons 36 / Fasc. 14 /
Nro. 710, 1596

ANTIPHONARY
Tomus 1 / Fons 41 / Fasc. 5/
Nro. 88, 1595
ANTIPHONARY
Tomus 1 / Fons 42 / Fasc. 1 /
Nro. 17, 1597
ANTIPHONARY
Tomus 1 / Fons 42 / Fasc. 1 /
Nro. 16, 1595
ANTIPHONARY
Tomus 1 / Fons 36 / Fasc. 15 /
Nro. 715, 1597
ANTIPHONARY
Tomus 1 / Fons 36 / Fasc. 14 /
Nro. 672, 1594
ANTIPHONARY
Tomus 1 / Fons 36 / Fasc. 14 /
Nro. 689, 1595

Type of manuscript Signature
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MODRA:
SA in Bratislava, Modra branch

KREMNICA:
SA in Banská Bystrica,
Kremnica branch
LEVOČA:
Protestant Church Libraty
MARTIN:
Literature and
Art Archive of SNL
MARTIN:
Literature and
Art Archive of SNL
MARTIN:
Literature and
Art Archive of SNL
MARTIN:
Literature and
Art Archive of SNL

KREMNICA:
SA in Banská Bystrica,
Kremnica branch
KREMNICA:
SA in Banská Bystrica,
Kremnica branch

ANTIPHONARY 571.
Court records, 1670–1672

SEQUENTIONARY
J 4119

ANTIPHONARY
RHKS 817 (MS-Ba A 73)

MISSAL
C 980

ANTIPHONARY
Tomus 2 / Fons 42 / Fasc. 1 /
Nro. 30, 1611
ANTIPHONARY
Sign. 13 895 (B. 51)111
KYRIALE
J 2015

ANTIPHONARY
Tomus 2 / Fons 42 / Fasc. 1 /
Nro. 9, 1604
ANTIPHONARY
Tomus 2 / Fons 42 / Fasc. 1 /
Nro. 23, 1609

Prefaces

s. Michaeli

Tempus Paschalis:
Vicitme paschali,
de BMV:
Virgine mariae laudes
Dom. 1 Adv.

14th/15th

15th ex.

15th ex.

15th ex.

Ordinarium missae

Com. Plur. Mart.

15th ex.
1450–1500

De BMV

In Dedicatione Ecclesiae

Dom. 4 p. Pascha
Comm. m.

1400–1425

1400–1425

15th ex.

002509
004133

006428a

006274, 006274a
CEVHR

600298, 600298a
CAO-ECE:110
46360
46370
001709
007878

006256a
008130

Bohemian Notation in the Medieval Slovakia
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110

CZAGÁNY, Corpus…III/B Praha (Sanctorale), p. 171 (See fn. 104).
CZAGÁNY, Corpus…III/A Praha, p. 181 (See fn. 73).
The second half of the cut folio is located in the SA in Levoča, Poprad branch “A Book of Contracts 1660–1700, Municipality of Spišská Sobota.” For
the identification of the both fragments we thank Dr. Zsuzsa Czagány.

109

49

48

47

46

45

44

43

42

41
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MODRA:
SA in Bratislava, Modra branch

MODRA:
SA in Bratislava, Modra branch
MODRA:
SA in Bratislava, Modra branch
MODRA:
SA in Bratislava, Modra branch
MODRA:
SA in Bratislava, Modra branch

51

52

MODRA:
SA in Bratislava, Modra branch

MODRA:
SA in Bratislava, Modra branch

MODRA:
SA in Bratislava, Modra branch

MODRA:
SA in Bratislava, Modra branch

MODRA:
SA in Bratislava, Modra branch

56

57

58

59

60

55

54

53

MODRA:
SA in Bratislava, Modra branch

50

Deposition place: Institution
ANTIPHONARY 741.
V.156.1237. Criminal Procedure
Code, 1656
ANTIPHONARY 3119
II.3.60.314.
Kammerrechnung 1667
ANTIPHONARY 3120
Kammerrechnung 1668
ANTIPHONARY 3121
Kammerrechnung 1669
ANTIPHONARY 3122
Kammerrechnung 1669
ANTIPHONARY 3127
II.4.68.322
Kammerrechnung 1675
ANTIPHONARY 3128
II.4.69.323
Kammerrechnung 1676
ANTIPHONARY 5188
Register der Abgaben für
das Winzerrecht, 1668
ANTIPHONARY 5189
Register der Abgaben für
das Winzerrecht, 1669
SEQUENTIONARY 5194 Register
der Abgaben für
das Winzerrecht, 1674
ANTIPHONARY 5196
Register der Abgaben für
das Winzerrecht, 1676

Type of manuscript Signature

Liturgical content
Dom. 1 Adv.

Dom. 1 Adv.

Dom. 1 Adv.
Dom. 1 Adv.
Dom. 1 Adv.
Fer. 4 post Pascha

De Regum

Dom. 1 Adv.

Dom. 1 Adv.

De s. Maria in Adv: Seq.:
Mittit ad virginem
Fer. 3 Hebd. 2 Quad.

Dating
15th ex.

15th ex.

15th ex.
15th ex.
15th ex.
15th ex.

15th ex.

15th ex.

15th ex.

15th ex.

15th ex.

372

004477

005006
004828 BR

003697 EV112

007176, 007176b
006688

004133
002552
007562
006149
006396, 006396b DSL

007562, 007562a

006129c

007562
006276

Cantus ID or CAO-ECE
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MODRA:
SA in Bratislava, Modra branch

POPRAD:
SA in Levoča, Poprad branch

POPRAD:
SA in Levoča, Poprad branch

TRENČÍN:
SA in Bratislava, Trenčín branch
TRENČÍN:
SA in Bratislava, Trenčín branch

62

63

64

65

TRENČÍN:
SA in Bratislava, Trenčín branch

68
ANTIPHONARY
MMTN-Kn/I-13, 1604

ANTIPHONARY
MMTN-Kn/I-12, 1602–1603

ANTIPHONARY 5197
Register der Abgaben für
das Winzerrecht, 1677
ANTIPHONARY 5198
Register der Abgaben für
das Winzerrecht, 1678
ANTIPHONARY
A Book of Contracts 1660–1700,
Municipality of Spišská Sobota113
GRADUAL
A Book of Deptors 1626,
Municipality of Kežmarok
ANTIPHONARY /?/
MMTN-Kn/I-8, 1596–1597
ANTIPHONARY
MMTN-Kn/I-11, 1601

Fer. 2 de Passione

Dom. 4 Quad.

Com. Plur. Mart.

Dom. 4 Adv. De s. Maria
in Adv., Seq.:
Mittit ad virginem
not identified
De Regum114

De Sapientia

De Sapientia

15th ex.

15th ex.

15th ex.

15th ex.

15th/16th
15th/16th

15th/16th

15th/16th

003411
004546
004099
004650
002321
007113, 007113a
007727, 007727a
007204, 007204a
007457, 007457a
007416, 007416a
006657a
006387, 006387a
006793, 006793a
006967
007841, 007841a

006274, 006274a
CEVHR

006030, 006030a

003221

113

For the identification of the antiphons we thank Dr. Zsuzsa Czagány.
The second half of the cut folio is located in the Protestant Church Library in Levoča Sign. 13 895 (B. 51). For the identification of the both fragments we
thank Dr. Zsuzsa Czagány.
114
The ordering of the antiphons does not correspond with either the Prague or Esztergom rite.

112

TRENČÍN:
SA in Bratislava, Trenčín branch

67

66

MODRA:
SA in Bratislava, Modra branch

61
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ANTIPHONARY
MMTN-Kn/I-15, 1607–1608

ANTIPHONARY
MMTN-Kn/I-16, 1609–1612

ANTIPHONARY
MMTN-Kn/I-17, 1613

ANTIPHONARY
MMTN-Kn/I-18, 1614–1615

TRENČÍN:
SA in Bratislava, Trenčín branch

TRENČÍN:
SA in Bratislava, Trenčín branch

TRENČÍN:
SA in Bratislava, Trenčín branch

TRENČÍN:
SA in Bratislava, Trenčín branch

70

71

72

73

ANTIPHONARY
MMTN-Kn/I-14, 1605–1606

TRENČÍN:
SA in Bratislava, Trenčín branch

Type of manuscript Signature

69

Deposition place: Institution

Liturgical content
Vigilia Nat. Domini,
Nativitas Domini

Sabbato Sancto

Fer. 2 Hebd.
Quinquagesimae

Dom. 4 Adv.

Conceptio Mariae

Dating
15th/16th

15th/16th

15th/16th

15th/16th

15th/16th

006328, 006328a
008089
006865 BRSL
006865a BRSL
006345 BD
006345a
600428, 6004289
001546 R
006605 • 002165
003264
006057, 006057a
006065, 006065a
007661, 007661a
004045 • 004295
001512
001253 EV
003154 • 004116
007827, 007827a
003773 EVHSL
007911, 007911
007137a
006596, 006596b DFL
007045b GDFSL
006983, 006983a
601757a
602429, 602429a
203208
CAO-ECE:115
5.12080330
5.12080340

Cantus ID or CAO-ECE
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s. Annae,
s. Dorotheae,
s. Barbarae
Ordinarium missae
Ordinarium missae
s. Nicolai
Dom. 1 Quad.

Dom. 2 Adv.
Pro Defunctis
Liber generationis

Prephacio de s. Crucis

15th ex.

15th ex.
15th/16th

15th/16th
15th ex.
14th/15th

15th ex.

15th ex.

15th ex.

Comm. unius Conf.,
Comm. un. Conf.Pont.
Decoll. Jo. Bapt.

15th ex.

006222a
004051
001056
0038888
004336
004408
006310, 006310a
007324, 007324a
006529a
007660, 007660b GDFS
007033

Two antiphons which are not present in Cao or in the CANTUS database follow: A. Haec fructum (a scribe’s mistake – fratrum has to be there) magnum
germinavit, A. Prima spernens viri (CZAGÁNY, Corpus… III/B, p. 192, See fn. 104).

DOLNÝ KUBÍN:
Čaplovič Library

GRADUAL
Collection of music pieces
MISSAL
MGT IIIb/ 71
Liber taxae 1605–1645
MISSAL
IV 2851

ANTIPHONARY

GRADUAL
MMTN-Kn/I-22, 1620–1621
GRADUAL
MMTN-Kn/I-23, 1622
ANTIPHONARY
MMTN-Kn/I-/?/, 1630

GRADUAL
MMTN-Kn/I-19 /?/, 1616
GRADUAL
MMTN-Kn/I-20, 1618
GRADUAL
MMTN-Kn/I-21, 1619
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83

82

81

80

79

78

TRENČÍN:
SA in Bratislava, Trenčín branch
TRENČÍN:
SA in Bratislava, Trenčín branch
TRNAVA:
SA in Bratislava, Trnava branch

TRENČÍN:
SA in Bratislava, Trenčín branch
TRENČÍN:
SA in Bratislava, Trenčín branch
TRENČÍN:
SA in Bratislava, Trenčín branch

77

76

75

TRENČÍN:
SA in Bratislava, Trenčín branch
TRENČÍN:
SA in Bratislava, Trenčín branch
TRENČÍN:
SA in Bratislava, Trenčín branch

74
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Česká notácia na Slovensku v období stredoveku
Eva Veselovská
Česká notácia sa v období stredoveku stala mimoriadnym fenoménom a príkladom kultúrnej
expanzie dôležitého hudobného prvku. Ako súčasť reformného liturgického úsilia pražského
arcibiskupa Arnošta z Pardubíc, vďaka politickej a finančnej podpore kultúry a vzdelanosti
českých kráľov Karola IV. a jeho syna Václava IV., politickej situácii v Čechách začiatkom
15. storočia (emigrácie počas husitských nepokojov) a vysokej úrovni českých iluminátorských a skriptorských dielní, sa stala česká notácia na takmer 150 rokov nenahraditeľnou
súčasťou stredovekého pramenného dedičstva mnohých krajín Európy.
Cieľom štúdie sa stala hĺbková analýza a systematizácia poznatkov stredovekých notovaných prameňov z územia Slovenska s českou notáciou. Stanovené boli základné,
štrukturálne znaky českej notácie v Čechách a na našom území v stredoeurópskom kontexte.
Predmetom výskumu boli stredoveké notované kódexy (Bratislavský misál „D“, Žaltár
kanonika Blázia a Bratislavský antifonár V) a fragmenty (83) s českou notáciou z územia
Slovenska z obdobia od druhej polovice 14. storočia až do začiatku 16. storočia. Výsledky
analýz notačných foriem jasne podčiarkli historicko-kultúrne väzby skriptorskej a notačnej
praxe na Slovensku koncom stredoveku smerom k českému vzdelanostnému prostrediu.
Komplexné pramenné výskumy zo všetkých archívnych, knižničných a muzeálnych inštitúcií
z územia Slovenska poukázali na dôležitý fakt, že prienik hudobnopaleografických štruktúr
českej notácie v písomnej kultúre niektorých mestských komunít Slovenska (Bratislava, Modra,
Trenčín, Kremnica) bol mimoriadne výrazný. Vplyv českej notačnej školy sa odzrkadlil
najmä na bratislavských rukopisoch. Pod českým vplyvom vznikli notované časti bratislavských
kódexov z bývalej Kapitulskej knižnice v Bratislave z prvých desaťročí 15. storočia –
Bratislavský misál „D“ (prefácie) a Žaltár kanonika Blázia. Prípisky s českou notáciou
zo 16.–17. storočia sa nachádzajú aj v Bratislavskom antifonári I (214r) a v Bratislavskom
misáli „H“.
Zaujímavý je fakt, že počet stredovekých prameňov s českou notáciou vysoko prevyšuje množstvo zachovaných stredovekých zlomkov s domácim, ostrihomským notačným systémom, ktorý by sa podľa liturgických súvislostí mal na našom území objavovať oveľa častejšie. V rámci realizovaných výskumov bolo preto nastolených niekoľko otázok. Jednou z nich
je skutočnosť, či boli kódexy bratislavskej kapituly prvej polovice 15. storočia notované na
objednávku v českých notátorských dielňach, alebo či na Slovensku pôsobili notátori, ktorí
boli vyškolení v českom prostredí. Prípadne, či nešlo o českých vzdelancov –skriptorov, pôsobiacich na Slovensku v čase náboženskej nestability v Čechách. V každom prípade je istý
fakt, že v prípade skriptorskej činnosti notátorov v Bratislave a na západnom Slovensku,
mali české vzdelanostné kruhy určite oveľa väčší vplyv na skriptorskú produkciu liturgických
kódexov 15. storočia a ich hudobnopaleografickú stránku, ako ostrihomské skriptórium.

„Podporujeme výskumné aktivity na Slovensku/Projekt je spolufinancovaný zo zdrojov EÚ“

